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Coming our way

,

"Transition through time" as a Poly Royal theme applies
well to a university. The apropos message is clear: it en
compasses a broad spectrum of events and trends of the
1970s, and alludes to changes for these next 10 years.
We have thumbed through our files and gleened a sample of
the past year.
Cal Poly entered the 1980s with a new president-Dr.
Warren J. Baker from the University of Michigan. Making
few changes at first, Baker has set the school on an altered
master plan-one preserving qualiJ;y of education here but
depending less on state monies. The dependence will swin g to
- industry and alumni.
The former dean of engineering is also redefining what
general education means for a technically-oriented univer
sity. -The president says all students, whether in political
science or mechanical engineering , must be prepared to deal
logically with social problems.
Another twist in the rarely stable social and political
framework existing in the state universities is the new role
teachers are forging for themselves. Collective bareaining
should now be a powerful negotiating tool for them, too. But
there is a more pressing problem for the Congress of Faculty
to handle-Proposition 9.
The expected passage of Proposition 9, and the yet-to-be
felt effect of Proposition 13, pose what most administrators
believe to be one of the greatest threats to education in the
1980s. Should the newest tax-cut measure be adopted,
mandatory tuition is likely to be forced on students unable to
afford it.
When President Jimmy Carter announced Jan. 23 the
possibility of a draft registration, the country wondered if
college students would react the same way they had the
previous decade. Ironically, 63 percent of all Cal Poly
students would suppert draft registration, should it be
adopted, according to a poll conducted by a Cal Poly jour
nalism class.
Problems come and go, but not without solutions. We have
a new leader who has to deal with new problems. He must
face faculty unions and the possible crunch of Proposition 9.
One would think our new president lonely atop the ad
ministration building, pondering decisions he must reach.
Not true, though, as those problems are also ours. He is there
to help us manipulate tliis transition through time.

Cover shot

Poly Royal Co-Editor Ray Acevedo took our cover shot
from the balcony of the University Union, facing south-west
and capturing the Plaza clock at sunset.
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The diode dichotomy
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BREAK

Sorry, no ports available.
Try again in a few minutes, no
problem. On second thought, a lot of
problems. I don't like being snubbed by
a mechanical conglomeration of diodes,
mag n et ic r eel s, swi t ches a n d
microprocessors.

Author Jay Alling is a senior en·
vironmental biology major and
Mustang Daily Co-Editor
But the computer enthusia ts it.
there, minute by agonizing minute,
semi-consciously anticipat ing their
weekly "fix." I know becau e I"ve been
there. Working with computers is like
the Disneyland Matterhorn-an ex·
perience all 11hould have at least once.
For me, it started with biometry and
increased in fervor through two com
puter applications courses during
winter quarter.
After the first three weeks it was like
being hooked on an afternoon soap
I made quick friends with. It might have
been easier to scrap the effort than
rehabilitate, but they grabbed the
challenge. poured over it as if disecting
a frog in some biology class and finally
pronounced the beast dead.
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opera - blank stares, const.ant
After all, you can't let the Md
JI
computer" get the best of ya.
JIVe
Once while toying with a coci - " IT",
program, I enlisted the help of cl:.:
computer science majors, some o
"Uh, you know anything aboct
programming,'" I asked the fellow
, to me, who seemed to know what
doing.
"Some. I'm a graduate _tude:t it
computer science,.. he res.Jl()l:(:e::
proudly.
•
"Wow. Think ya might be able co
me with this program - it'pronounced dead.·· I said.
_.
He worked on it v.ith a mechanu:
sense of problem olving - by P
of elimination. My program had a let
processes to eliminate.
Finally, a simple statement t
ferent locations showed where
program had clogged. After all pa
were cleared the program bM�
easily.
Other programs bad similar
and I solved them with m
learned probe. It"s typical pr� Ir
torment, for computer addict, 'lllf.
cuss it, but they love it.
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New chief faces issues, readies for fund cuts

Section 1, page 3

BY JOESTEI
Daily Staff Writer
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State University and Colleges declines.
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Cal Poly's recently-appointed president, Dr.
So Sal J Baker. The engineer-administrator came to
warr en · mmer after being hired in May 1979 by CSUC
PolY 1 ast�u
succeed retiring presiden t Robert E. Kennedy .
::�e to Poly from the Uniyersit?' of Detroit, where
5 vice-president for acadermc affairs.
It� is unlike his seven predecessors. At 41, he is the
�t president in CSUC hi�tor)'.- Baker also brings to
office a prodigious engm�rmg background ��
!UfPassed by past Poly admi �1str�t?rs. He has c1vil
engineering degrees from the uruvers1ties of . N otre Dame
and N ew Mexico and has also stud1� at . the
tassachusetts Institute of Technology, the Uruvers1ty of
wcrugan and the Harvard Gr�duate School of B�siness
I
ID(! Education. He is considered an authority on
�cal problems of soil composition. , .
.
1
• 10 a recent interview, Baker spoke of Poly s mcreas1ng
popularity in a time of fiscal uncertainty among Poly and
----,
_::l
UC officials.
"I think the system will suffer a decline (in enrollment)''
sa,ij Baker of the 19 CSUC campuses, the vocationally
I ,iented wing of state-support� high�r educati?n. 1:he
1 l(ber wing is the more acaderwcally-oriented Uruvers1ty
!I California.
Cal Poly's enrollment, however, will decline little, if at
ii. from its current 16,000, said Baker. Poly refused
.tnission to 5,000 qualified students last year, he said,
} �use there's no room for them. "This year it could be
f\'er 7,000 students."
Baker said his top priorities include getting money and
wments from non-government sources so that Poly
ifficia}s can renovate campus facilities and provide more
nooey for research.
Although "philo ophically, I'm not opposed to
� lulion," said Baker, he's against tuition at Poly if it
lle&DS depriving lower-income high school students
,xess to higher education.
Baker came to Poly from the University of Detroit, a
,irate school which charged a yearly 13,200 tuition.
Saker said such a tuition would be too high for most
;ropective Poly students.
Now Poly and CSUC officials are bracing for a possible
of income should Proposition 9-this June's income
:a initiative-pass. Baker said CSUC trustees should
• ve numbers by the end of May expressing how "Jarvis
'."will affect the CSUC's purse.
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Baker: open house
· a dry Weekend

President Warren Baker
!1pres sed
rel uct a n c e
twtrd the sale of beer on
!l!npus during Poly Royal
s:on after members of the
�l's student senate
ditionally approved the
Ile of beer.
' udent senators, after
of debate, voted 14·
•i to recommend the sale
fbeer during Poly Royal.
!be senators restricted the
le to the Poly Grove
�c area, between the
�ktower building and
lie old track. The enators
11,i stipulated the beer
�Id only be sold to adults
•ho also purchased food
during t h e bar b e c ue
�ed to be held during
Poly Royal in Poly Grove.
After that , however,
Presi den t
B ake r
tol d
Udents gathered in the
''
lllversity Union Plaza
larch 13 that he leans
lgainst the sale of beer on
�lllpus. Later he made the
d11:i ·si on official: no beer.
D uring an hour-lon g
n.l•Se nate
spon sored
"I'll Forum, the 41-year
tlij administrator said he
bted minors could be
€pt from buying beer if it
ett allowed to be sold.
ethics of selling beer
. campus also troubled
.he said.
'I can see a few
blems arising if this is
SSed," Baker told the
0 wd
the
p laza.
in
�though I don't have all

the legal information, there
may be a problem of legal
liability should we allow
students to serve beer at
Poly Royal.''
Baker said he wasn't
sure if it would be wise to
make a sudden policy
change at. an event of the
stature of Poly Royal. He
said he worried some
people might misconstrue
the action as signaling the
elimination of all alcohol
rules on campus.
"This is an issue that is
of great concern to many
students. Although I have
received many petitions
asking for alcohol to be
served,
man y
other
students have come in to
talk with me and requested
that not be sold.
"I have to be sensitive to
the students' wishes and to
the environment of the
school," he said.
The argument for the
sale of beer, expressed by
various school senators,
was that the university's
policy assumed students
are not responsible enough
to serve beer on campus.
ASI P resident Rose
Kranz said students often
fail
to
work up to
managerial jobs because
they don't get to deal with
responsiblities such as
alcohol.
"It would be a learning
experiment in an en
vironment which is con
trolled... she said.

Mustang Daily-Ray Acevedo

President Warren G. Baker is optimistic about Cal Poly's future enrollment figures and his job, but
not so sure of the expected effect of proposition 9. He is shown here in his office during a recent
interview.

Cal Poly and the
dollars in expected
budget forced by
limitation law which

rest of the system lost millions of done. It will take time.''
income as a result of a tight state
Baker said he's found few surprises here at Poly ... ,
Proposition 13, the property-tax
expected pretty much what I found. There ·s a tremen·
state voters approved in 1978.
dous dedication to teaching (herel. The student body has
Whether Proposition 9 passes or not, however, Baker a tremendous sense of purpo e. It ·s a hard-workinp
wants money from alumni and members of the business
tudent body. The student-faculty relationships are quit.�
community to finance the renovation of Crandall gym, �or good. This is a fundamental trength of Cal Pol_v.'·
improving Poly's drama facilities, to buy more )n
Baker, however, laments the red tape he must hack
struments for Poly's musicians, to buy more lab equip
ment for Poly's science and technology students and to away to see his goals through. "I do get frustrated oc
cassionally in trying to accomplish things in a
build an endowment.
bureaucratic system."
Baker also wants outside support for research at Poly,
But, he said, "I find most rewarding working with the
"otherwise we may find ourselves ten years from now people here.··
with an outdated curriculum and an outdated faculty,·• he
Baker, his wife Carly and their four children (ages 16,
said.
15, 6 and 3 live in the campus "White House .. between
"Some of that is occurring," Baker said. "It can be Poly's Health Center and Mustang Stadium.
,
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Donations 'essential' to growth
BYSEANNA
BROWDER
Daily Staff Writer

The financial support of
alumni and donors is the
solution to Cal Poly·s
shrinking budget. ac·
cording to those respon
sible for garnering that
support.
"There must be a
significant increase in
private.support if Cal Pol ·
excel lence is to be
preserved." said President
\Varren G. Baker.
Annual Giving i the
vearlv drive for the private
su pport that Bak er
mentions. The program
wa started four year ago
predece o r.
hi
by
Kennedy.
"Cal Poly has alway
been a cost effective
university," said Clyde
Hostetter, the Annual
Giving Coordinator. "We
have kept our budget cut
to the bone. But with
money becoming Lighter
and the p assing of
Proposition 13, we are
being penalized for our
efficiency. We have no fat
to trim."
The Annual Giving
program started at a
modest level ·and kept a 16w
profile. With state funding
decreasing the university
ha put more empha is on
the program.
"The president gives this
program top prioritv, .. said
Al
maral executive
.
director of the
Cal Poly
Foundation.

La�t year, the university
received
$137 ,00 0
in
donations. This year, the
program has
alre ady
earned $100,000 and Steve
Ridd e l l ,
the
a l u mni
c o or d i nator,
exp e c t s
another $70,000.
The largest donators last
year were alumni; they
contributed $37,795 .38.
Other
donators
were
b usin e ss,
i n d u s t r y,
foundations and parents of
students.
"It was encouraging to
ee that parents provided
strong support for the
univer sity ," H oste tter
said. ''That is a good in•
dication that they must be
pleased at the job we are
doing."
ince Baker's arrival, the
courting of business and
industry funds has been
emphasized.
Hostetter said, "Our
pre ident has had ex·
perience in this area. He
came from · a priva te
univer ity where the only
funding came from private
sources. He knows the
importance of substantial
donations."
"I feel that we have
gotten the right man for
the job," aid Hostetter.
"He came along at the
right time."
The large t contr ibutors
belong to the Julian A.
McP h e A s o c i a t e s .
1embe rship Lo this group
r e q uir e
a m1n1mu m
donation of 5,000.
In 1979; eleven members
b long d to the A sociate .

including suc h diverse
Large donors are dealt
. groups as Chevron Oil Co. with more personally. They
. and the Mustang Boosters. receive personal letters;
In d i v idua ls also are phone calls from the vice
members.
president or president Donald and Janet Victor maybe even a special
are
p r o f e s s i o n a l dinner 1n the donor's
photographers who publish honor.
a trade magazine, The
All funds for Annual
Range Finder. Impressed · Giving come from sources
with
Cal
P o l y ' s other than the state ac
photography program and cording to . Al Amaral,
the practical approa ch to executive director of the
learning here, the Victors Cal Poly Foundation.
have been donating $5,000
"An increase in the
a year to the photography budget of Annual Giving is
program since 1976. One planned for next year,"
,
fifth of the mone y donated Amaral said. "This will
goes to guest speakers, the allow the program to hire
other four-fifths is used for another person. Annual
buyi ng and repai ring Giving pays for itself. The
equipment.
program benefits the
"They want Cal Poly· to university."
be the best photography
"The best testimonial we
school on the West Coast," have is our students," said
said Helen Kelle y, a Hostetter. "Our students
photography instructor.
are in demand in business
"We don't feel depen· and industry. Because of Annual Giving Coordinator Clyde Hostetter po-,
dent on any corporations the education they receive out the graph which shows how well the four•:?, re
o r i n d u s t r y ," s a id here, they can start at the old program is working.
Hostetter. "There is a good job right away.''
b a l a nc e
between
In the Cal Poly catalog
;ni
grassroots support and fund raising is listed as fund raising may well be costs of quality ed
large donors."
a d called "university sur· are skyrocketing anAi
"u n i v e r s i t y
.
Poly must broaden it
The bulk of Cal Poly vancement." In these VlV
al "
tit�
donors are in the Century times of state cutbacks
" ow we are entering a of supp ort.·•
Club, those who give a and inflationary costs, new era, an era where the President Baker.
hundred dollars or more,
if!
and the Cal Poly Honor
A
Roll.
T h e mai n way of
soliciting funds is through
°
letters. The Annual Giving
BY RALPH THOMAS
His pride in his job as s hare. But he doesn t 6e
staff consist s of two
Dally Stall Writer
organizer is evident. He is to call it a "job··.
?I
people. Hostetter and his
"It's something y01111t
Several students have also pleased with other
secretary. The budget been
wo r king since students who have put get excited about. lr'ii
covers only the publication November to organize together various parts of a chore," said Peder
and postage of letters and · what some call the largest Poly Royal.
Rey,
Th e
P o ly
pamphlets.
campus event in the
Te r r y
Ha w k i ns, o rganizers, who L'
western United States arrangements chairperson, members of the ex�
Poly Royal.
received much praise from board, were elected bJill
"It's entirely student Pedersen.
general board las 'JI BY
run," said Ken Pedersen,
"She is the reason this Other members of w
Poly
R o ya l general will be the best Poly executive board repreEi Wh
superintendent. He has put Royal,'' said Pedersen.
the major student g: int
in two to four hours a day
Her job is just what the and organizations. 111 ;:adr
as t o p Poly Ro yal title says-arranger. She larger general board I a
organizer since
the makes sure there are no made up of student� � ll1lld
beginn i n g of winter conflicts between clubs and represent all of the fl
aipe:
quarter.
groups as far as booths and ticipating clubs OD caro7i!
Pedersen, an accounting activities are concerned. Or
Pedersen called iii
major, oversees an 18· as faculty advisor Mike executive board a
member student executive Zohns says, "She makes board." He said t ere !I
board and a 300-member sure there are no two lot of diplomacy in�"Olil11 !...-1
student general board. booths in the same spot at as it must approve d
They work with a 39,000 the same time."
the events that take p-1
budget to put Poly Royal
Dave
Wo o d w o rt h , at Poly RoyalFor evu�
together.
director of special events, it must occasionall_
The only non-student coordinates the opening out conflicts be
connection are the three ceremonies, concerts and organiUttions feuding <ft
faculty advisors who sit in luncheons.
a certain booth or d:ispll •d
on the executive board
Others mentioned by area.
meetings.
"He also said the ·· w,
Pedersen were Linda
93402
Pedersen called the Presner, publicity director, Royal organi:rers are ft! tginn
California
event, which he expects to and
n
Bill Sutterfie ld, powerful.
draw
� f
"People more or
150,000
people director of school events.
•
"Disney land for two
(
Pedersen's job is to make us do our own things..
days."
sure everyone does their Pedersen.

..

r.

Toil, $39,000 put weekend together:..
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Reduced Fees for Cal Poly
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·o prof had minority stance on county board

BY MIKE CAR�OLL
DailY Stall Writer

1.,ooking back on his 7 \/2
in county govern·
former Supervisor
litlalird J. Krejsa said that
t
1 political standpoin
mad e all the wrong
ed out to be
it turn
end," he added.

&be
, a Cal Poly
professor of 12
ns elected to the
San Luis Obispo County
Board of Supervisors in
9i2. the same year Kurt
p Kupper, then a Cal Poly
archit ecture stude n t ,
· theboard.
Krejsa and Kupper were
environmentalists at
1 ume when the board was
'tionally made up of
mrmers and businessmen.
His first years in office
e lonely, Krejsa said,
!,itause he and Kupper
e defeated on most
111iironmental issues two reflected a
;:mority viewpoint on the
nre,member board.
Their dissent was met by
..,..,,.pes on the board to
· e ent a unified ap
�ce. Krejsa said.
After becoming board
ilirman in 1975, Krejsa
l1C81Jle one of the first
in! politicians to oppose
Diablo Canyon nuclear
plant. He said he

came out against licensing
Diablo after discovering
evacuation
emergency
plans for San Luis Obispo
County residents were
nonexistant.
Krejsa twice tried to
activate the county's
evacuation
emergency
system. he said the y tern
failed to work because
there was no system - it
existed only on paper.
"I pushed the emergency
b u t t o n ," t h e f ormer
supervisor said, "but
nothing happened. Nobody
knew what to do.·•
Krejsa said he talked to
policemen, firemen and
state federal government
officials. Either they did
not k now about any
evacuation plans or they
passed the buck to other
officials, he said.
The former supervisor
s a i d he t e s t ed t h e
s y t e rn
eme rg e n c y
because. as chairman, he
had a respon ibility for the
safety of all county
residents.
Krejsa 's anti-nuclear
a
encouraged
sta nce
movement for his recall
following his reelection in
1976.
The recall attempt was
touched off after Krejsa
spoke at a 1977 rally that
preceded the occupation of
the nuclear plant b y

protester .
He denied he had in
stigated the occupati on or
a d v o c at e d
civil
diso bedience.
A month before the
occupation. however, the
former supervisor had
written letters to local
clerg ymen sayin g the
occupation was imminent
and asking for advice and
help for those who. would
be arrested.
Political opponents also
Krejsa with
charged
violating the separation of
church and state since the
letters were written on
county stationary. �hat
charge was used as the
basis for the recall, Krejsa
said.
The recall attempt failed
g e n e r ate enough
to
signatures to put the issue
before the voters, and
Krejsa took this as a
mandate on his opposition
to Diablo.
Krejsa also credited
himself with affecting Gov.
G. Brown's
Edmund
position on nuclear energy.
He sent Brown letters
concerning Diablo's safety
and evacuation procedures
and later learned Brown
had read them personally.
Brown is opposed to
lic e nsing the Diab l o
Canyon nuclear power
plant.

: Royal daYs 'no gold mine,'
: much of city trade cramped

majority of busine ses in during Poly Royal, said
her coastal fishing town manager Gary Bartram.
Daily Stall Writer
One way they manage this,
When a fairly small during Poly Royal.
"People mostly go into besi d e s u sing mo re
1ntra l c o a s t t o wn
San
Luis Obispo for the workers, is by opening
::adruples its population
5
a whole weekend, one day," Kersten said. "Only earlier than their normal
think local shop room rentals increase, dinner hours on Friday and
aturday. Another San
•-"� ecstatic over the filling the motel , and
Obispo restaurant,
Luis
dinners also go up," she
e s prospects.
1865, on Monterey Street,
h'. not so, said San Luis said.
In fact, according to also reported an increase in
· 1 po
Chamber of
' , erce member David local restaurant managers, business of about 25
f o o d percent. Kitchen manager
, about the influx of b u s i n e s s
in
i 000 visitors into this e s t a b li s h m e nt s
rise s Bruce Fonner said up to
and the surrounding dramatically on the Friday 460 dinners a night were
� for Poly Royal.
aturday of Poly served during Poly Royal
and
last year while the normal
liile he admitted Poly Royal.
Sebastian ·s restaurant, is 250-300.
means "a lot of
Local motels feel the
next to the San Luis
s" for restaurant
d. m o t e l s , Ga rth Obi po Mission, does impact of Poly Royal as
ed it by adding that about twice its normal early as a year ahead of
weekend, marking the business during Poly time, when some visitors
re s e r va t i o n s .
�g of the tourist R o y a l , a c c o r ding to m a k e
at both the
Workers
n, would be a good manager John Scholz.
"They· re the biggest Homestead motel in San
for these busines e
Luis Obispo and the
days of the year," he said.
ilyway,
The re t of the mer
S o b i g , t h a t t h e Knight's Rest motel in
nts have a wor e restaurant prints up new Pismo Beach said their
end than average, menus for the weekend, first reservations for this
use everyone is at Cal listing a limited number of year· s Poly Royal came
. all day, leaving the dinner items so the food from visitors of last year·
jdewalks empty," he can be proce sed faster and event who said they'd be
back next time.
more people erved.
Other motel managers
Hank Eaton, director of
'There's a tendency of
ents to think Poly op rations for three local waited until January 1 of
. al has a greater impact re taurants. says Poly this year to a ccept
it really does," Garth Royal visitors have meant reservations for this Poly
. He said students once big business in the past. R o y a l . Do ra P r ow .
an Luis
tened to cancel Poly D.W. Grover' in Grover manager of
Lamplighter
Inn Obispo ·s
a1 if they didn't receive City and Spyglas
ds from the city, Restaurant in Shell Beach motel on Monterey Street,
ing the event im have had 30 percent in said it took only two day
t to the well·being of crea e in volume, and his to fill up her rooms for this
Joshua Tree restaurant in weekend.
chant .
"People are still calling:
But it's no goldmine," northern Paso Robles has
!aid.
had an ..even larger in the phone's ringing off the
wall," said Prow at the
Garth aid, though, the crease, Eaton said.
pril.
But Eaton speculated beginning of
Lui· Obi po hamber
Richard Walworth, of
V Commerce i definilely this Poly Royal would not
Poly Royal," beeau e be such a boon, because of the Vagabond motel in an
\iew it as a po.itive the economy and the gas Luis Obi p_o, also aid it
hortage. He based thi on took only a couple of day�
'!nt that especially
es to publicize the a 50 percent decrease in to fill his motel after the
busine s at the beginning first of the year. \Valworth
of n Lui Obispo.
added that the Vagabond
Y Ker ten, of the of this vear.
Tortilla Flats in San Luis applies its holiday rate
o Bay Chamber of
. also saw no Obi po serves from 50 to during Poly Royal, in
in acthdty for the 75 percent more dinners crea ing prices by 3 or 4.
i!f

.,
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BY PA ULA KREGEL

Krejsa noted that his
campaign
anti-nuclear
went on for four years
before the Board of
Supervisors changed their
toward nuclear
policie
energy.
Ironically, it was not
until a week before the
accident at the Three Mile
Island nuclear plant that
the Board came out in
favor of a new evacuation
plan, Krejsa said.
"Three t.1ile Island
proved I was right,'' said
Krejsa.
During his years as
supervisor, he also gained
a reputation as the
"champion of the un
derdog," Krejsa said.
''I became a voice for all
those who did not have
prior or favorable entry
into governmental mat
ters," he said.
Krejsa cited his help in
establishing the Red Wind
Indian Foundation, the
construction of the Santa
Margarita Senior Citizen's
Center and the creation of
a neighborhood advisory
council as evidence of his
interest in people without a
voice in government.
These efforts hurt the
super visor
f o rmer
politically since the groups
he helped had little
political base, Krejsa said.
He announced he was
leaving office in January
for health reasons. Five
his
af t e r
mi n u te s
resignation took effect,
Gov. Brown appointed an
Luis Obispo City Coun-

Mustang Oally-Randy Emmons

Former county supervisor Richard Kresja is
shown here at a recent anti-nuclea r rally at
Mission Plaza. Kresja recently stepped down from
his position citing health reasons.
cilman Jeff Jorgensen as a
replacement.
The procedure used in
resi g n a tion
Krejsa ·s
prompted State Sen.
i m mo ( R·
Robert
Atascadero) to charge "a
deal" had been made

b et w een B r ow n a n d
Kr e j s a .
A s s e mbl v
Minority Leader Carol
Hal!ett {R-Atascadero)
a l s o c r i t i c ize d t he
procedure.
"It ·s a lot of political
trash," Krejsa said.
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HAPPY HOUR

Two-Bit (25Q:) Sandwiches
(Build your own)
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.

�

LIVE MUSIC

''Double Or Nothin'''
Friday and Saturday
9:00 p.m. - ?

PBIMERIB

Salad, Sourdough Bread, French Fries
& Ranch Beans
Saturday 5:00 - 8:30 p.m. $6. 75

--------------------------------
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PRICES GOOD THROUGH MAY 5th ONLY!

BECOBDS
TAPE
.

SUPER CHEAP

SUPER CHEAP
$3.77
$2.83
$2.83
$3.77
53.77
$2.83
S2.B3
S2.83
52.83
S2 .83
52.83
$3.n
S1.98

53 •96 OST . Hai r {Obl J
$2.83 FIREFALl Luna Sea
S3.77 BLUES BROS Briefcase of Blues
S2.83 ERIC CLAPTON No Reason to Cry
S2.83 CHARLIE Lines
S2.83 BREAD Guitar Men
$2.36 THE TUBES Now
S2.83 CAPTAIN & TENNILLE
.•.Hits
S2.83 RUSH A Farewell To Kings
S2.83 PETER FRAMPTON I'm In You
$2.83 BREAD Lost Wit�out Your Love
S2.83 YES Tormeto
••••••••••Supplies Limited••••••••••

CRUSADERS Tough Talk {Dbl)
PURE PRA1RIE LEAGUE Just Fly
ELO Eldorado
CHUCK MANGIDNE ••. Best of [Dbl)
JETHRO TULL Live {Dbl)
RORY GALLAGHER Photo-Finish
UFO Obsession
ROBIN TROWER Caravan..•
NICK GILDER City Nights
VAN MORRISON
••• Trans,tion
ABBA The Album
ROXY MUSIC Manifesto
BASF STUDIO C-60 Cassette

since 1971
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Today's

I

recording group.

.

UDXL I
(Normal)

C-60
C-90

UDXL II
(High Bias)

C-60
C-90

UD

C-60

™

i"•I

.

�j

C-90

LIST
PRICE
5.25
7.25

CHEAP
PRICE .���
2.99
3.99

5.25
7.25
4.00
5.90

2.99
3.99
2.4 9
2.99
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MEMOREX

tL..PfttC(
'7LS.il£

..__

---·
.---• ,, ..

MEMOREX 90

•

,t.:" ..
··,
<>.,....,

r.-:

••

SA C-90 (S pak)
(Buy 5 get CP-15)
D BT-45 (2 pak)
D ST-90 (2 pak)
D C-60 (2 pak)
D C-90 (2 pak)

'

�t-r._., i-.,11A P•.r :- S•"'"

LIST
PRICE
28.45

MEMOREX 90

CHEAP
PRICE
18.87

6.58
7.9 8
4.38
6.18

.. . .

"'\...:J·:,
·..

��

_..._
MEMOREX _��
I�-\'\,11111,t

4.43
5.24
2.6 9
3.73

MRX3 BT-60 (2 pak)
MRX3 ST-90 (2 pak)

Ideal for recording Lectures
and other medium fidelity
recording

SIX PAC
HIGH OUTPUT
LOW NOISE
C-90

FREE STORAGE BOX

CHE4PEST PllICES- J,AllGEST SELECTION
LPs •. 8-T:BACKS • CASSE·V-J:E
S
.
ROCK

cJAZZ. SOUL. IMPOP.TS 0 ,-OF PRINT

BECOBDIN'G SUPPI,IES

.

BASF· 7:JK · MEMOREX· SCOTCH· MAX.ELL, CAPITOL

$ 99

-�61M H llts2

$
.

_

j,) , l o

mternohonal

#LIST
PRICE
6.18
6.78

CHEAP

PRICE
4.20
4.48

SIX PAC

99
*2
LPs & TAPES Ul\lD.l!lB
sP1:cw. BUDGET CATALOG usnNG oVER 10.000 sELE o, s
KNOWLEDGE4B'LE PEllSOlvlvELoFl'EI:.

BEST SERVTCE o, SPECIAL ORDERS roa ANYTHING 'NOR om

JD

'.ff:.y n· USED LPs & TAPES - BOUGHT. SOLD & TJlAl)
. ,

.
. 879 Higuera, San Luis Obispo
Real, Atasca de
ino
Cam
El
1571 Broadway, Santa Maria
6905

�125&26, 1980
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Practice makes .. :

Photos by Vince Bucci

Tighten those shoulder pads and snap on those chin
straps .. .it's football time again tor several dozen Cal
Poly athletes. Spring training is ,here, and tl:tal means
tong hours and hard work for the Mustang football
team in its search of the perfect season.
Two Mustangs study a play at left while Head Coach
. Joe Harper enlightens a lineman, above. A receiver
tries to find the handle on the ball, bottom left, while
one tired player takes a Quick rest in between drills.

-
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Guide to campus food
All Cal Poly food concessions
must pass a health inspection
prior to opening for business.
The inspection is carried out
by the Poly Royal food services
team, consisting of represen·
tatives of the campus Health
Center, Poly Royal student
board, Cal Poly food services and
the San Luis Obispo County
Health Department. The team
issues an operating permit if the
inspection finds no health
violations.
"Then there is an ongoing, on
the spot, inspection to see to it
that the intitial guidelines have
been met," said Dr. Eugene
Madsen of the Cal Poly Health
Center. ''The team is responsible
for the food operations so that,
basically, we follow the county

and state recommendations for
food handlers."
Madsen described the food
concessions as "fifty-litt le
restaurants that will be open for
two days."
"It is possible to lift the
operating license,'' Madsen
commented, adding that none
have been lifted in recent Poly
Royals.
Food services provides a
printed guideline for · those
operating food concessions. It
outlines financial rules con·
cerning what percentage of the
profits are to go to Poly Royal,
operating rules governing em·
ployees, the booths themselves,
the temperatures hot and cold
foods are to be maintained at and
how they are to be stored.

•

Poly Royal Food Concessions
,
Club

Title

Bldg. and Rf1.t

10:220,221
Strawberry Fields Forever
Ag Business Management
Rodeo dogs and hams
Rodeo-Collet Ar!1i1
ABM Club
AIAA & Aero Dept .
AIAA and Aero Dept.
Aero Hanger (<Ml
Carmel Apple Cabaret
14 South Lawn
AIIE
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority.
LibraryLawn
Old fashion cookies
12:NELawn
Air Condition Club
Air Conditioning Club
38:ELawn
Alpha Epsilon Pi
AETT Root Beer Floats
0
Alpha Kappa Alpha
38:SLawn
Kizzy s Kitchen
Alpha Phi
Library Lawn
AO Frozen Yogart Push-ups
Drinks and Ceramic Titles
21:NLawn
Alpha Rho Chi
Alpha Tau Omicron
42:NLawn
ATO Pizza
AU Ice Cream Booth
Alpha Upsilon Fraternity
Library Lawn
Fresh
Caught
&
BBQ'd
Fish
American Fisheri s Society
52:Plaza
American Marketing Anociation AMA's Iced Tea Break
AgCircle
American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
ASME Does it Again
40:NLawn
Arab StudentsClub
Library LaWJI
Middle Eastern Food
Arcbetectural Engineering Club Don't hold your breath
AgCircle
ASAE & AES Club/AE Dept.
AE Concession
AirStrip
08:l
ASAE & AES Club
AE Concessions
14:SLawn
Assoc. of Computing Machinery Digital dogs
21:222
Assoc. Students in Planning
Canyon Cuisine
14 Lawn
BASA
Chit!ken BBQ
Beta Beta Beta
Tri Beta Com & Cones
Biology Concession
Biology Dept.
33 Lawn
Swine, Beef,
The Skewerd Cow
Boots & Spurs
The Skewerd Cow
Boots & Spurs
Ag Circle
CAHPER
CAHPER Snowcone & Popcorn 42:NLawn
Cal Poly Judo Club
Hut of Japanese Delights
22:SLawn
For
the
Birds
22:SLawn
Cal Poly Wildlife Club
California Parks & Recreation
Carnival Area
Society
The Out of Doors People
AgCircle
California YoUDg Farmers
Orange Royal Drink
20:NLawn
Chinese Student Association
Lion Egg Rolls
City & Regional Planning/
05: Foyer
Assoc. Students in Planning
City Food
10:NLawn
Collegiate FFA·Ag. Ed. Dept.
Beef in a Barrel
Construction Engineers
Assoc.lAuociated General
21: Lawn
Contractors
AGCSC Carrot Cake
10:WLawn
Crop Club
Fried Artichoke Hearts
Crop Club
Crops Club Lemonade Booth 10:WLawn
Poly Canyon
Design Village Conf rmce
Design Food
22:SLawn
Delta igma Theta Sorority Inc.
38:NLawn
Dietetics Club
Falafels
Library
Lawn
F.cology Action Club
Healthy Food
38: Lawn
EOPClub
EOPFood
AgCircle
Farm Manag,.111entClub
Larry's Bar & Grill
Gamma Phi Beta
Homemade Ice Cream
Library Lawn
Sandwiches
38:SLawn
Gay Student Union
38:ELawn
Home &:onomlca Dept.
Our Professional Pathways
21:
Patio
Food
Booth
lndaatrial Technology Society 1.T.S.
•
Library Lawn
Kappa Delta Sorority
38:NLawn
Hall
1.sssen Lemons
Carnival.Area
Latinos In Agriculture
Latino Homemade Tamales
Library Lawn
Latter Day Saint Student Anoe. LDSSA Concession Stand
24:SLawn
Loa Lecberoa
Los Lecheros Ice Cream
58:NLawn
Mecba
Carnival Arel
Muir Hall
Cool Down Bar
LibraryLawn
Sheesh Karaabs & Baqlavas
Muallm Student, Assoc.
Carnival Arel
NAMA
Carnival
Arel
Snack Packers Trail Treats
Natural Resources Club
24:E Side
Newman Parlor
Newman Community
20:NLan
TheNipa Hut
Pillpino Cultural Exchange
52:SLan
P.A.C. Smoothie Booth
Political Action Club
Poly
Canyon
CO-OP Rations
Poly Canyon Coop.
38:NLawa
Incredible Edible Omelets
PoultryClub
Cookie
and Lemonade Booth
Recreation Administration Club
38:SELan
Cotton Candy
Rose Parade FloatClub
14:SLan
Sno-Cones
Sierra Madra • Tower 3
22:NLan
Sierra Madre• Tower 4
Ices
Main Gym La111
Dorm Delights
Sierra Madre· Tower 5
26:226
Food for Thought
Sigma DeltaChi
i
38:SWLa1'11
Kappa Klatch
Sigma Kappa Sororty
38:ELawn
Social Snacks
Social Science Club
Society for Advancement of
Library La1l1I
S.A.M. Saloon
Management
RM GreenhoU"
Society of American Foresters Food for the Woods
20:
SI.awn
0
Society of Automotive Engm
Mex Food & Drinks
Baja
Car
Ana
Society of Automotive Engineer• Mex Food & Drinks
04:Aero�
Society Food
Society of Civil Engineers
Carnival,._
Soil Science Club
Soils Pocket Pizza Pit
14:,
La
Scabard and Blade
John Wayne Food Booth
T eta Chi Fratttnity
OX's Annual Corn Dog
LJ"braryLa
Institution
38:SLan
Beef Teriyaki
Tomo Dacbi Kai
A Cool Spring in a Hot Dry
Vet inary Science Club
Vet Clinic
Place
(
i taam
S udent A.a&ociation Cha Gio-Crice Paper feat
Delicacy
Uncle Ben's Soda Stop
Y mite Tower• 7
Balboa Bars ZTA
Zeta Tau Alpha
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Submerged.in Oxford tradition
•

'

BY KAREN GRAVES
Dally Staff Writer

the dining hall on an elevated platform.
Students must stand as the dons enter the dining hall
and no one is allowed to begin eating until the dons are
seated.
Some instructors require students to wear robes to
l ectures, the length depending on the student· s year in
college. Also, most men students wore jackets on campus
and were generally more formal in dress than American
students. Elliott said.
_ Another difference the Cal Poly student noted was the
intellectual patterns ol speech Oxford students used.
v\Thile in the downstairs pub of the Oxford Union one
evening. a student named R upert Soames sat with some
students in the American program and began telling
them they had made a total mess out of the English
language. They later djscovered this student is the
grandson of Winston Churchill, famed orator and British
prime minister during \\'orld War 11.

.
'A Connecticut yankee in King Arthur's Court?
Not q uite, but to a Cal Polv student who studied at
Oxford Univ ersity in England, the cultural and
educational differences were almost as great.
Rhonda Elliott ,·isited Oxford, a center of higher education_since the 12th century. last fall with the Exp�riment in International Living Program. The program
gives students a taste of foreign living.
The 22-year-old social science major said teaching
methods at Oxford vary from those at universities hereOxford students have a tutor supervising their work on a
one-to-one basis. Lectures are optional and the instructor
may hand out a three page list of suggested readings at
each lecture instead of a course outline.
During the eight weeks she was at Oxford. Elliott
completed an independent study project on disciplinary
rules and procedures in British industries, under the
guidance of a tutor. That comprised her senior project
and 24 units of credit as well.
C>ne of the series of lectures Elliott attended was given
bv Lord l\lcCarthv. a member of the House of Lords-the
upper and largely ceremonial house in the British
Parliament. When Elliott began to work on her in·
dependent study project, much of her research referred to
this lecturer.
V\'hile at Oxford, Elliott had fo ur weeks of actual lec
tures and four weeks of independent study time to work
on her project. She said the education she gained fit in
perfectly with Cal Poly's .. learn by doing" theme.
1
Elliott said one of the biggest differences between the
British and American educational systems is that the
British system is geared more toward one field of study .
.. The English don't have a concept of a broad
education,'' she said.
The method of testing at Oxford is also different, said
Elliott. Students are given a huge comprehensive exam
after the third year of study-it covers all the material
learned the previous three years. This may often be the
first college exam students have had. Students also go
through the same type of exam after their fourth year of
study.
Eating arrangements are also different at Oxford, said
Mustang Dally-Julie Archer
Tower of Christ Church College, Oxford Elliott. At St. Catherine's College, where she once ate
irm ,ersity is quite a change from building s at Cal dinner. undergraduate and graduate students have Poly student Rhonda Elliott, who spent eight
1.Thetowerwas built in the 16th century.
separate tables. Instructors; called dons. eat at one end of weeks as a student at Oxford University last fall.

ON
TUESDAY EVENING
APRIL29TH
THE GREAT AMERICAN MELODRAMA PROUDLY
PRESENTS

THE DILLARDS

shows
all ticket s
at
$5.00
6:30 & 9:30
(doors open 30 min. early)
tickets now on sale at
Cheap Thrills
and
I

THE MELODRAMA BOX OFFICE

Master Ch arge and Visa accepted by p hone
'
(Melodrama box office only)

TICKET INFORMA'FION
489-2499

Welcomes Poly Royal
NOW RENTING-!
Summer&Fall

one quarter, 9 month, & 12 month contracts
Swimming Pool!
Volleyball Nets&BBQ!
Free Parking!

Call 543-4950
1 Mustang Dr. SLO

Security Officers!
Close to campus
and shopping areas!

Betty Blair
Manager

Family Style Restaurants that have been
serving San Luis Obispo for over 20
years ...A Poly Tradition I

Beef Stroganoff,
buttered egg noodles .. . .. . ..... ...... . ......... 4. 75
Beef Liver,
onions sauteed in wine ..... : .................... 4. 75
Roast Tom Turkey,
dressing & cranberry ......•..................... 4. 95
B.B. Q. Chicken (3 pieces) . ........................ 5.10
Hickory Style Spar.e Ribs (extra meaty) .. .. .......... 5. 50
Baked Brisket of Beel ]ordiniere ................... 5. 95
Filet of Sole, Almondine .......................... 6.25
Combination Seafood Platter ....................... 6. 50
,Stuffed Comish Game Hens ........................ 6. 75
Grilled Pork Chops (Center Cut},
apple rings .. ..... ............................. 6. 95
Broiled Halibut Steak,
buttered lemon twist ............ ................ 7. 50
Broiled Top Sirloin,
wine-mushroom saute ........................... 7. 95'
,...
Prime Rib,
complimenfary-:gjass of wine ..................... 8. 50

Dinners Include

1. Homemade Soup Du ]our
2. And Green Salad
3. Homemade Bread
4. Fresh Vegetable
5. Choice of Potato
6. Beverage
. And Yes, Dessert tool

Select from any of our
Desserts

15 Dillerent Homemade

Pies and

2 5
AP
S
:,_'________________M!!us!!t!•"!!iAL!D�•�ll!l,Y ___________ ______,;.,., _r1_a_ _ _&""""'�
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Many alumni fare well
BYKATHY
McKENZIE

Madden got his bachelor's
de gree
in
p h y s i ca l
education in 1959 and his
master's in 1961 from Cal
Poly.
It's not surprising to
hear that Madden played
sports while at Poly football and baseball. Or
that he had his first
coaching job at nearby
Allan Hancock Community
College in Santa Maria. He
went on to become bead
coach of the Raiders in
1969.
Other figures in the
sp orts
wh o
w or l d

Dally Stall Writer

All universities in the
United States can boast of
having famous alumni, and
Cal Poly is no exception. In
fact, if one takes the time
to look through old Poly
publications, it seems as if
this•
u n ivers ity
has
produced more than its
share.
Pro bably
the
most
recognizable name to come
out of Cal Poly is John
Madden, former coach of
the Oakland
Raiders.

'•

John Madden

.

CAL- 'W'.EST
PHOTOGRAPHY
WAREHOUSE

L
COME IN AND SEE US
CHECK OUR PRICES
WE'RE YOUR FULL SERVICE DEALER!
Mon.-Sat . 9:30-5:30
Thurs. 'till 9:00

Hiauera

Marsh
Pacific

1327 ARCHER St.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
(805) 541-0600
(805) 541-0600

Pismo

Dr. Merna McMillian
graduated from Poly in
clude Ozzie Smith, short
stop for the San Diego
Padres; Mike Krugo, the
Chicago Cubs' star pitcher;
and Gary Davis, a running
back for the Miami
Dolphins.
Not only that, but Cal
Poly will soon have a grad
in outer space. Lt. Com
mander Robert "Hoot"
Gibson, who graduated in
1969
in
aeronautical
enginerering, is sch eduled
to be one of the first space
shuttle pilots.
The flight engineer of the
space shuttle program at,
NASA is also from Cal
Poly. A 1959 mechanical
engineering major, Vic
Horton started working for
NA S A
right
after
graduation.
Closer to home, Dr.
Merna McMillan, head of
the San Luis Obispo
Mental Health Services,
graduated from Poly in
1971 in English. She also
received her master's in
education here.
Gerald Fialho, who
attended Cal Poly from

1951 to 1955, is now
responsible for the overall
management of H earst
Castle and the Hearst and
San Simeon beaches. He
has been employed by the
California State Parks and
Recreation department for
23years.
There are some who
apparently liked Cal Poly
so much that they couldn't
b ea r to l eave a fter
Vic
gradu ating . D r .
P ol y ' s
C al
Bucc o la,
athletic director, has his
bachelor's and master's
degrees from Cal Poly the first in phys ical
education and the second
in education. He replaced
Joe Harper as athletu.:
director in 1973 after
receiving his doctorate
S tate
from Arizo na
University in 1972.
Alumni services director
Steve Riddell is also a two
time Poly graduate . He
graduated in journa lism in
1969 and got his master's
in education in 1976.
Riddell estimated that
8,000 San Luis Obispo
County residen ts are

C

�uctmn.
�sSf)_c1at1on

Ina
Rural
Setting

O th er
ho ,
achieved
cellence
field an ude:
-Ted Krowell.
president of \'alt
Production • i I
'orld ..
Di sne y
Disneyland, graduate!
'52
in
m echa 1f:
engineering.

Robert L. Gibson

-Les Whitten. no,
charge of the
pipeline. graduated
Poly in mechanial
automotive engin�
1952.

PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATIO
has donated the
Poly Royal Rodeo
Womens all-around
trophy saddle
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In this custom deslgnd redwood home, loving attention has been give to
detail. There are over 2,300 squ. ft. inside living area and 5½ acres beautifully
landscaped property outside.
The 20" x 32" two story redwood barn has 5 open horse stalls with
automatic waterers and fencing.

I

staff
1tude
porti,
1ppro
In 19'
big di
he sa
ligna1
000

· Special features include:

•Open beam ceilings
•Built-in hot tub
• 15" x 30" heated pool
•Jenn-Aire
• Built-in oven & range
•Dishwasher
•Microwave
•Disposal
•Sprinkler system
•Garage Door Opener
•Cozy loft family room with wet bar
•Etched glass cabinet doors
•Master suite with sauna, custom tile
sunken Roman tub & fire place
•Custom gourmet kitchen
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offices in

REALTOR & ASSOCIATES, INC.

466-0500
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An
Extraordinary
Home

4450 EL CAMINO, ATA.
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mpus police ready; parking biggest problem

BY GUILLERMO
BROCK
DIIIY Staff Writer

Fifty to sixty thousand
pee>Ple on �pus at one
&int is nothing the Cal
FolY Police can't handle.
Just ask any one of the
}3-i,fficer squad which !s
Jed by Director of Public
ety Richard Brug and

LeRo y
Li e u t e n a n t
Whitmer.
Whitmer said he expects
the biggest problems
during Poly Royal to come
from parking violations.
"We get people parking
all over the place and most
of the tickets we write
during Poly Royal are
parking citations," he said.

There is little problem with
fights or drunks, Whitmer
added, saying "several
years ago there used to be
a problem with vandalism
in the big parking lots,"
but that is not the case
anymore. He attribute the
decrease in vandalism to
the fact that Poly Royal
does not cont inue late into

the evening as it used to.
Public service is what
most of campus police
work is all about and the
degree to which the
department offers aid was
underlined by an hour and
a half ride-along with
officer Pauline Hardy, a
five year veteran of the
force. During the brief ride

there were no exciting 80
mile-an-hour car chases;
rather, jump starts and
unlock ing
automobiles
proved to be the order of
the day.
When asked about the
differences between being a
campus officer and a
downtown officer, Hardy
replied, "we provide a lot
more service (such as jump
starts) and don't have to
get involved in family
fights or bar fights which
is where most injuries -to
officers occur."
Policing the Cal Poly
campus is easy in some
respects and difficult in
others, said Lt. Whitmer.
The campus is relatively
isolated from town. which
makes the job somewhat
easier for the off icers. On
the other side of the coin,
the campus is quite large
and spread out. Ad·
ditionally, the resident
student population is
high-approximately 3, 00 0
students live in the dorms,
more than 1, 000 more than
any other Cal State,
cam p us. R el atin g to
students can be a big
obst acle and , as Lt.
Whitmer put it,
officers have to deal With a
generally younger and
more intelli�nt gr?up of
people than City policemen
and we try to treat
students as adults, not
kids."
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Five-year veteran Pauline Hardy believes parking university police officers will face at this year's
·II be the biggest problem she and her fellow

Poly Royal celebration

Both Whitmer and
Hard_y said students enjoy

New lbrary

Campus dream materializes
BY JEANNINE
FRANVSICH
D1Uy Staff Wrflar

.\ long time dream of Cal
Poly libra r ians and
tidents will be realized in
September when the doors
of the five-story Robert E.
Kennedy Library open.
Aetm· Sl Library Director,
lina Martinez, said
the effort to obtain a new
ary on campus began
before she came to Cal Poly
. 1966.
les Beymer, also a
ber of the Cal Poly
staff since 1966, said
lldents were very sup
portive of the effort to gain
1pproval for a new library.
hi 1977, students started a
big drive for a new library
he said, and circulat ed a
· ture
book v.-hich
0
00 people signed. "They
actually delivered it (the
1->ok) to Gov. Brown,''
Seymer said.
"The main justifications
for the new library were for
lllOre seating and more
!lack . "he said.
The curre nt libra ry
facility, built in 1962 , was
�igned for a student
uuoy of 6,000. It has a
leating capacity of 1,510
and holds 150,000 books.
Beymer said the library
became progressively more
tro ded from 1966 to the
�t. as the number of
nde nts dou bled fro m
to over 16,000, and
book collection grew
IJ.
282,746 to 549,954.
'11! said hbrarians had to
CO!ltinoaJJy take out
...ting to rn•ke room for
books. "It made it
• on the students," he

8.0oo

The Robert E. Kennedy
library will have seating
for 2,500 students, and
space for 625,000 books.
There will be a central
courtyard on the ground
floor, and each of the four
floors will have a reading
terrace that overlooks the
courtyard.
There will be 13 group
study
rooms,
fiv e
photoduplication rooms,
three typing rooms, a
faculty reading room, a
seminar room and a
microform room con
taining both microfilm and
microfiche. All of the
public areas will be car
peted.
"It's a more functional
building." Beymer said.
He said many library
staff members were in·
volved in planning the new
facility. "We layed out a
pl a n fo r the w h o l e
b u i l d i ng-what area s
should be adjacent to
what," he said.
Although Beymer and
Martinez are generally
happy with the set-up of
the new library, there are
some features they hoped
for that were excluded.
"We are disappointed
that there won't be any air
conditioning," Martinez
said.
"We are also disap
pointed that the outside is
concrete,"
bare
just
Beymer said. The building
would be more pleasing
aesthetically, he said, if it
were finished with a rock
surface. The high cost of
the building's construction
prohibited any surface
other than the concrete, he
said.

The other change will be
in the circulation system.
w h i c h w i l l be c o m
puterized. Students will
receive a bar code label to
place on their . iden·
tification cards. Library
workers will use a light
pen, which will scan over
the bar code label to check
books in and out, to renew
books and to register and
clear ' changes. All this
information will also be
registered in the main
computer terminal.
An optical scan label will
be placed on the cover of
each book. This label is the
book's number, coded in
black strips for the com
puter to read. The label is
the same type used on
grocery store items.
Martinez said the library
staff has no regrets about
leaving the old building.
"The staff is dying to
move," she said with a
smile.
B e ym e r sai d
110
students would be needed
in August and Septem ber
to help them move to the
new facility.

With so many p eople
around, the force abandons
all but two of its patrol
cars and serves mainly in a
crowd-cont rol capacity.
The ROTC also provides
about 25 peo ple to help
with traffic control. Ac
cording to officer Hardy,
there is little time to write
individual citations.
"We try to keep things
moving and with so many
people around it doesn't
make sense to stop anyone
for very long...lt's im·
possible to enforce to the
letter of the law." she said.

.DANA ICE
COMPANY

The total cost of the new
facility will be $11,54 0 ,00 0 .
With a gross footage of
203,605 feet, it will be the
largest building on cam
pus.
Besides having more
space and more seating,
there will be two other
major changes in the new
library. One is that the
current periodicals will be
located in a closed off area.
This will provide better
control over theft and
mutilation of magazines.

pulling pranks such as
waterfights or igniting
fireworks. They agree
blowing off steam is
necessary every now and
then, but when damage,
theft or safety hazard·
occur, officers tep in.
Examples of these are
holes punched in walls,
tolen traffic signs, broken
glas , slippery floors and
smoke inhalation.
"T he st udents are
growing up and for many
of them this is their first
home away from home,"
said Whi tmer. Officer
Hardy put it another way:
"This is their home and
everyone likes to boogie a
little."
The two most important
considerations for the
University Police are
p r o t e c t i o n a n d e n
forcement of campus laws
and helping the campus
population, said Whitmer.

GEIS
I•
BLOCK ICE - PARTY ICE - DRY ICE

543-0785

Corner Pismo & High Streets
San Luis Obispo

Poly Royal Special
150/o OFF
ALL BACKPACKS:

internal, external frame
or bookpacks

MOUNTAIN AIR

SPORTS

"Helping You Meet The Challenge"

Special limited to stock on hand
Thursday to Saturday only

858 fflGUERA ST. SLO

543-1676
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Muat■ng Dally-Ray Acevedo

Cadet Michael Canada strikes a serious pose as
he explains orders during a recent training
session at Camp San Luis Obispo.

ROTC teaches
army leadership
BY BARRY SHORTZE

c ommissioned as 2nd
lieutenants in the Active
Army, Army Reserve or
the
National Guard.
For the last 28 years,
students at Cal Poly have
Military Science courses
had the opportunity to help prepare the student
p a r t i c ip a t e i n A rmy for positions of leadership
ROTC. The program offers for military and civilian
skills i n jobs. Students at Cal Poly
students
leadership, management like that practical ex
and a opportunity to be perience they gain because
Dally Staff Wrlt■r
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it greatly enhances their
job o p p ortunities in
civilian occupations once
d i s c h arged from the
military.
There are approximately
125 students enrolled in
ROTC at Cal Poly, 20 of
them women.
Ann Brennan, a senior
chemistry major, said she
likes the experience she
will gain in the Army. By
being able to work in her

field of concentration,
Brennan feels she will have
a competitive edge over
other people
in
the
chemistry field.
Are there equal op
portunities for men and
women in the military?
Ann Brennan thinks so an
so does Lt. Colonal
Stewart, head of the ROTC
program at Cal Poly. He
said the military has been
the leader in the fight for
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Joe Rlghello keeps a close eye on Joe Wunderlich tests agility and speed. The cadets are in training
to make sufe he touches the line in this game that for competition this summer.
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Pizzeria
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Sun-Thur 11 am-9pm Closed Mondays
Fn� Sat 11 am-1Opm
7891/1 Foothill
Foothill Plaza

541-6890

equal rights for women. almost all
Cal Poly
"Women get the same type graduates decide to go into
training and experience as active duty.
men," said Steward.
In addition to the
Greg
Le a t h e r s , a scholastic programs of·
freshmen ag. business fered, students may attend ,....
major, said he came to Cal basic camp, and if they
Poly because of the ROTC elect to c omplete the
program. "ROTC is not as program, they go on to
3cary as people seem to advance camp.
think·', said Lea t.hers.
Attending basic camp
''The people really do care gives the student the
in the Anny", he said.
opportunity to skip the
Leathers said he likes the first two years of Army
choice the program offers ROTC. Upon successfw
'Jf either active or reserve completion of camp, they
duty after graduation.
are qualified for enrollment
The ROTC program is in the Army ROTC ad·
really two programs, a vance course.
basic course and an ad·
Basic camp is a six week
vance c ourse. The basic summer course held at
course is the first two Fort Knox, Ky. There, the
years of the program and students are ta:ught whit
there is no military leadership is all about.
obligation to the student. They go through a rigoroU5
The curriculum includes program of physical fit·
military leadership and ness, learn individual and
manage ment cou rses, unit tactics, map reading,
military tactics and the r ifle
marksmanship,
history of the American communications and tint
1,f.
Military.
aid:
If the students desire to
Advance camp is at·
Uni
earn a c ommission in the tended between the junior
Anny, they must complete and senior years and is a -.....
the entire Military Science fine tuning of the ski115
program. That means after learned in basic camp.
Once a student bJS
completion of the first and
second year of Military graduated from the n£YlX)
S c ien c e
p r o g r a m s, program, they are COJII·
211d
students must enroll in the m i s s i o n e d
as
advanced ROTC program Lleutenants in the U.S
during their third and Army. Most studen�s
decide to continue work�
fourth years.
A former graduate at Cal their major areea o
Poly, Major John Trachy, academic study and to u!f
assistant professor of and develop skills
military science, said the at Cal Poly.
The Army offers 16 otbd
program prepares the
student to be a com· branches a strudent might
missioned officer in the decide fo go into aft6
graduation. Some like
U.S.Army.
m e d icine,
Students enrolled in the avi a t i o n ,
advance course sign a research and development
comm.ittment to serve in and engineering. Othet9
the Army for six years, he include infantry and tank!Major Trachy st.alt!
said. That commitment
can be in the form of six that while a student is�
years active reserves or in college, their bas1'
three years active duty and llducation comes first. U
three y ear s in a c tive they are physical fit �
good
gradei
reserves-the
student get
academically, they will
chooses which.
Upon graduation. ac· well in �y.. !\OTC,
cording to Major Trachy, •said.
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Uving-in Poly Can}lon is a life 'tor caretakers
BYHAROLD

during the winter from
higher elevations, Foiles
said, and coyotes can
sometimes be heard at
night.
"Va n d a l i s m i s a
problem,'' Foiles said.
"People come up from the
dorms at night with a
couple of six packs and
party. Instead of taking
them (the cans) out, they
ju s t
t h r ow
them
somewhere."
There's a telephone
tacked to the outside of
Modular House that Foiles
can use to call reports of

Modular House is all
electric. Foiles gets his
ATCHISON
water from a spring which
o.llJ Slaff Writer
feeds a water-tank. He has
"It's nice, a lot of fun. a wood stove for ·heating.
t sometimes it gets too
There's oak in the canyon,
he said, and deadwood
from the stream can be
cleaned for kindling.
Animals often pass by.
Cal Poly lets its cattle
range tlie canyon 10
months out of the year,
Foiles said.
"Anything built up here
has to be cattle-proof," he
said.
Deer will come down

Canon
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Ape11ure-priorify'
. autotnati s· mplicm,

_ A��:eat staft
intO canr,n quality

If you've always wanted to own a
Canon electronic camera, the AV-11s
th� one that can make your wish a real
ity II has aperture-priority automauc
exposure for point and click s1mplic1ty
Yet. 11 accepts a host of lenses and
accessories for unhm1ted photographic
creajlVlty And best of all. ,rs the most
outstanding value 1n its class When
you see what It can do, you'll know ,rs
for you!

• Power Winder A gives motorized
him advance or sequences at up to
2fps
• Spee1lilles 199A and 155A auto
flash units set shutter speed for
perfect llaSh snots
, AJmo!il unhm,ted seleetion of Canon.
,nle,ct,angeable leoseS

IIIUl!ilflOlll'/ exposure automa
lor !Ola srnpt,c,ty of operation
silicon me1er for ins1ant
Ill any hghl
t lull-,nfo,mabon viewfinder
)'OU m command of every shot

fires or vandalism into
ca mpus. F oiles s a i d
security work is part of his
caretaker's contract. ·
As another part of his
agreement. Foiles must
work at .least 45 hours a
maintaini n g
quarter
Modular House and other
struc tures. No m oney
changes hands, so Foiles
calls the maintenance work
his "rent."
"I earn my rent the firSt
week (of each quarter ),"
Foiles said. He estimated
he works at least 30 hours
a week on canyon p�ojects,
and spends �our rugh�s a
week attending meetmgs .
having something to do
with Poly Canyon. •

The work sometimes
requires heavy equipment.
Foiles can operate heavy
equipment-that's one_ of
the reasons why he was
chosen as careta)cer. He
operated a backhoe for four
years before coming to Cal
Poly, he said.
"A lot of things around
wouldn't get done if we bad
to dig by hand," Foiles
said.

Foiles also helps teach
two classes, Architecture
240 (Laboratory) and 400
(Special Problems), which
centers around canyon
projects.
The work has taken its
toil on Foil's studies.

Introducing you to ED UPTON

• Live Bait
Guns & Ammo
Fly Tying Supplies
Gunsmithing
• Back Packing
Clothing
• Black Powder Supplies
Archery Equipment

*

*

805 / 544-2323
719 Higuera Street

San Luis Obispo, Ca. 9�1

* Fishing Tackle

*

*

*

"My grades have fallen
from the 4-3 range to the 3·
2 range and sometimes the
2-1 range," Foiles said,
laughing.
Foiles is the chairman of
the Poly Canyon C<H>p, a
group that solicits money
and materials from alumni
and the construction in
dustry for canyon projects.
Some of the lumber and
windows used in Modular
House were donated by
construction firms, Foiles
said.
"We have a lot of
problems with money,"
Foiles said.
The co-op gets a yearly
stipend from the state, but
it isn't nearly as much as it
needs, Foiles said, and with
budget cuts in the future,
the stipend may vanish
altogether.
Last Saturday· the co-op
sponsored a barbeque in
Poly Canyon to raise
funds. Things didn't turn
out as well as planned.
"We lost $70," Foiles
said. The co-op will operate
a food concession during
Poly Royal. in hopes of
recouping its losses.
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COCKTAIL LOUNGE

- Poly Royal only:
Serving from 3 p.m. till 12:00 ·

AUDIO ENGINEERING SOClETY

BANOUfl

FACILITIES
TO 150

presents

AU D I

Featuring Local Artists
Ajl Day Saturday

'

Behind The Poly Theater
Check Out Our Sound Room
Engineering East 140
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CAL
POLY

543-2690

outdoor concert
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money where
your Heart is.
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Rose Float

5 cavemen walk on water

BY SUSAN MEE
Deily Stall Writer

After the design· is
chosen, the club usually
receives an aritist's ren·
dering. It is then that the
detail of the float is em·
p h a s ize d ,
a nd
the
characters fall into place.

Building a prize-winning
Rose Parade float may
seem a fun and easy
venture. Fun, certainly;
easy, definitely not-1,500
From there, the con·
hours of hard work goes struction and engineering
into the task.
commitees decide exactly
This year, Cal Poly's how the float will be built.
Rose Float, Hard Rock,
"It ·s just a matter of
captured the Founders getting the construction
Award a t the 1980 completed as soon as
Tournament of Roses possible. The frame is
Parade in Pasadena on usually completed during
Jan. I. Each year, the two t h e s u m m e r," s a i d
Cal
Polys-San Luis Christensen.
Obispo and Pomona
"We try to have half the
collaborate to transform
vision into animated float built at Pomona and
the other half built up
reality.
here." said Christensen.
Sponsored and built by " an Luis Obispo usually
the Rose Float Club and does the engineering and
Comntittee, the 50-foot, the hydraulics, and
f l ower-c ove red
float Pomona does the computer
depicted five cavemen and work. We try to get the
a dinosaur, which kept float going as soon as we
time to music with its tail. can as other float entries
The trophy, the 16th major have a year, and we don't,··
award won by Cal Poly he said.
floats since their first entry
By the end of fall
in 1949, was given in the quarter, the float is
most outstanding self· completed and taken down
decorated category.
to Pomona, where the two
Float production usually h alves a r e ho o k e d
together. Often, the clubs
starts in late April.
a re faced with the
"We hold design con· pos, iblity that the two
tests right after Poly halves won't fit.
Royal," said �1ichael
"On the 19 0 float, we
Christensen. president of
built
the tail and Pomona
the 1980 Rose Float Club.
''There is usually a reward built the dinosaur. IL just
of $50. In conjunction with didn't fit together, so we
Pomona. we pick out the had to cut ome of the
tail," aid Christensen.
best idea," he said.

About three days before
the parade, the float is
taken to Pasadena for
storage. Club members
then begin to put on the
flowers.

"If you put the flowers
on any earlier than three
days prior to the parad�.
they wilt and start to die,"
said Christensen.

While the Hard Rock
float did not experience
any breakdowns, the float
did have some problems
with it engine.
"The engine wasn't
powerful enough to run all
the animation and to push
the float up the hills. So we
had to cut off some of the
a n i m a t i o n,·�
said
Christensen.

Five people rode inside
the float.

"Peter Bradstreet, the
construction chairman,
drove the float. The other
riders are usually people
with a lot of technical
knowledge. 'Ne divide the
riders between Pomona
and San Luis Obispo,"
Christensen remarked.
Even though the club is
funded by the ASI.
donation are essential.
"Ford Motor Company
donated an engine to us a
couple · of years ago. We
will have to u e that one
until we can get another.
We are very donation
s a id
d e p e n d e n t,''
Christensen.
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installati n

When it comes to car stereo installation, why
take chances. Dragon World car stereo in
Shell Beach specializes in installation which
means you can depend
on Dragon World to
•
do the job right the first time.
If you're in the market for equipment, Dragon
World carries major brands like Clarion,
Audio-Vox and Pioneer all at affordable
priees. So don't take chances - visit the
Dragon at 1739 Shell Beach Road 1n Shell
Beach.
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came home f; ---rr, Pasadena with
the Founder's Trophy.

Hard Rock, this year's Rose Float
entry by the two Poly campuses,
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Does your car engine often
stutter, cough_or wheeze?
Does your imported car speak
a language ¥,OU don't und r
stand? Your engine may be
asking for new parts, perhaps
a valve job, maybe e�en a
rebui Id.

For domestic or .foreign parts,
or precision machining and
rebuilding, consult the
engine experts, Performance
Machine 544-5483, 15 Higuera,
San Luis Obispo.
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CAR STEREO
1739 Shell Beach Rd.
Shell Beach
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first Poly Royal Queen remembers times pas'!
.

BY JOHN KELLER
o,Uy CO-Editor

�e the number of women
would beg to be honored
during a festival at an all

,college. .
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dltifit was the college's
flldval queen and the guys
t11,oting?

Bailey and the other girls ran
for queen because it sounded fun.
Because there bad never been a
queen, they didn't know what to
expect.

"lt

sounded fun and
glamorous, but not awfully,"
said Bailey, author of two books
on sea otters.

The Poly Royal queen contest.
according to this first winner,
was based on popularity and not
much else.

"You know how you vote for
,You see it as a big, glamorous someone, you know. Well, I was
;;g now, because it is," - said an usherette at the theaters and
, 64•year-old original royalty I think I knew more kids that
Poly Royal... It is an honor way," she said of her jobs at the
girls are superior, but it was Obispo and Elmo theaters, no
a little" thing then - a longer in San Luis Obispo.
.
farr.
She felt another girl from her
� Royal history began as a high school entered in the
,J,.ay event in 1933 and before contest - Lucy Browne Schmidt
250 men celebrated it again - deserved the first Poly Royal
1934, they made plans to
throne.
� their queen candidate and
,
"She should have been queen, .
ts voted for their queen
Bailey said. "You know, kids
je.
don't
know what they are doing.
bs asked young women,
:rtly from San Luis Obispo She was really regal.''
Mission high schools, to run
But Schmidt disagreed.
their candid ates. The
"Wrong," Schmidt said. "She
�n Mecha nics sponsored was a beautiful queen who was
Horton, who collected more outstanding... No. she was a
..c than the other eight or perfect student and she made a
1'0lllen she ran against.
wonderful queen,'' she said, after
jy bo...my sweetheart was in .pausing.
department,·· the softBesides that, she was voted in,
woman said. ''He was a
ball player and was very Schmidt said. who was 17 years
You know, a good egg old at the time. But the former
.. a good family and I think records office supervisor from
swhy I got so many votes." 1956-72 remembered the horse
trough threats too.
L,n•twisting threats by the
As wonderful a queen she was,
· n bunch to collect votes
1 have
helped her, too, she Bailey said her parents teased
her with the name '' queen of the
herd.''
ihty always teased about
''So did most of my friends.''
but there may have been
arm-twisting and they Bailey said.
tened each other with
C al Poly was then an
· them in the horse
�if they didn't vote for this agricultural college with stan·
dard liberal arts classes. She said
tat �•
airl " SeS
h 8l'd .
that with exception to aviation
that time, Bailey was an 18 and auto mechanics, the
old senior at San Luis "po ultry, hog, beef and sheep"
High School. Not until vocat ion college was indeed her
.i years later in 1956, were reign, as her parents needled.
again admitted to Cal
As ide from bet crown, the
Poly Royal queens. from
author never became involved
ill, were chosen from within
with Cal Poly.
�tbody.

i ·
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�

�
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�
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She received a language degree
at the University of California
Berkeley where 'they let me
graduate," she said.
Bailey and her husband, a
doctor, lived in Sacramento for
25 years before retiring to Morro
Bay. There, lier writing career
began.
Dou6ling as a publisher, the
author markets tlie book
t hr o u g h h e r
El M o r o
Publications. She does all
distributing, pro moting and
selling of her books which are in
libraries all over California,
Alaska, Florida and Maine thanks to good reviews, she said.
On her book, Sea Otter, Core of
Conflict: Loved or Loathed, the
Los Angeles 'limes printed, "an
exceptionally fine book...top
honors for objectivity and
b a 1 a n c e . .. t h o r o u g b 1 Y
a
r e a d a b l e . . . p i ct u r e s
1

Dally Staff Writer

al Queen this year,
ooney, near her

OaUy

-

Kris

Ange-II

home overlooking the sea
off Morro Bay.

-

delight...enough here even for
the accomplished naturalist.''

The A mer ican Li brary
Association said, "Bailey
presents the otter inside and out,
its history and its emergence
i n t o t h e p r e s e nt c o n
troversy...gives both sides.''
The former queen has finished

a third book she co-authored on
the history of Morro Bay which
should be available by the end of
1980. Natural history. as the
books indicate, is her main in
terest.

Specifically, her interests in
sea otters began in the early
1950s when otters could be seen
i
playng
off the Pacific Coast.
After gradually picking up more
interest and information, she
wrote articles and later
published her first book, The Sea
OtterStruggle,in 1973.

John

Keller

There was so much more to
learn, I thought I better do
another one.''
She is presently in the midst of
a play based on fact and set in
the early 1800s. This one, a love
story, is an addition to her
collection of short plays.
uI don't know how I got
started in writing except I
s tarted slowly and it
snowballed.H
11

More than 100,000 visitors will
absorb Poly Royal this week - a
different country fair than in
1984 when about 1,000 people
attended, according to Bailey.

Queens must do more these
days - such as picture f:aking
sessions with clubs and at events
and speaking at other schools than celebrate Poly Royal.

''Ours, there was nothipg to
it...just be there.''

1980Queenlooks to future
BY BEVERLY
BRINTNALL

Mustang

Dally

Jane Horton Bailey, voted Queen in 1934, stands near her Morro Bay home.

Poly Royal starts early for
Donna Rooney, the 1980 Queen.
Traveling statewide, Rooney
promotes Cal -Poly's annual two·
day open house.
''It is good experience in public
speaking," said the brown
haired, brown-eyed Rooney, who
admitted to being shy.
Rooney, a dietetic and food
a d m i n i s tr a t i o n
major,
represented the Dietetics Club in
the Poly Royal Queens pageant.
The participants in the
pageant were judged on poise,
appearance and speaking ability.
Each girl was asked two
questions about their interests
and Cal Poly.
Since the pageant, Rooney has
traveled to Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara speaking to
alumni groups.
She attended the 28th Poly
Royal button kick-off with San
Luis Obispo Mayor Lynn eooper
and Cal Poly President Warren
Bak.er.
·• I think the theme this year
(" A Transition Throug,h Time")
is .neat. It lets students see how
Poly was.',

Rooney was born and raised in
Charleston, S.C. and now lives in
Morro Bay. She said people are
friendly on both the west and
east coasts, but the en
vironments are different.
"Charleston's environment is
old and historical,'' she said.
Before coming to Cal Poly,
Rooney attended the College of
Charleston and the University of
Georgia - for one year each and majored in fine arts. She
then took a year off from school
and toured the United States.
'' After traveling, I realized
that art was a hobby for me and
I wanted to pursue a knowledge.
Something that will help
people."
Interested in health, the 5foot-4-inch, 110 pound Rooney
decided on dietetics. She had
�ends at Cal Poly and knew of
its home economics department,
The 23-year-old is active in her
department. She belongs to the
dietetics club and is treasurer for
the Home Economic Advisory
Board, which acts· as a com·
municator between all home ec.
clubs.
,,.Living in Morro Bay, Rooney
also enjoys painting. sewing,
tennis, all water sports and arts
and crafts.
She will graduate in June after

two years at Poly.She hopes to
land a dietetics internship in a
hospital, but not before she
marries Dan iel Vordale, an or
nament al horticulture Poly
graduate.
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Poly Royal Co-E,ditor

Howard Jarvis, the blustery and
brusque symbol of tax reform, continues
to trample where others fear to tiptoe.
He was co-author of Proposition 13,
passed in June 1978, which slashed
property taxes. Now, he campaigns for
his l.atest initiative. Proposition 9.
which would cut the average Califor
nian ·s state income tax by 54 percent.
Some have called this an ill-considered
and blind swing of the ax at the state
coffers. Jarvis calls it a swing for
freedom - financial and political
The interview took place at his
Wilshire Boulevard, Los Ange[es office,
headquarters of the Tax Reduction
f.1ovement.

Daily: What guarantees can you give me
that I'll be able to finish my education if
Proposition 9. passes? I can't afford
private education.
Jarvis: Who do you want to pay it?
Have you got someone in mind that you
would like to pay for your education?
You know if you don't pay it, somebody
else like me has got to. You want me to
pay for your tuition - I ain't going to
do it.
Daily: Do you think free education has
served California well?
Jarvis: What we have in this school
system is everything but education that we don't have. All the schools are
in the business of manufacturing per
manent welfare recipients. It's the
biggest drag, the biggest boondoggle,
the biggest corruption of public money
in California.
Daily: Why do you say that?
Jarvis: Because the records prove it.
Sixty-three percent of the high schools
(students) are functionally illiterate. In
order for you to go to college, they have
to reduce the books to the eighth grade
level beca.use you can't read them.
I believe in education, but if you pay
all your tuition. I, as a taxpayer, still
pay more than you do. I bought the
building and the ground that put the
college there for you. I'm paying $2,000
so you can get in there for $1,200, and
I'm not going to pay anymore.
Daily: I've heard that part of
Proposi\.ion 9's appeal is that it helps
the little guy without much money. How
does tuition help a poor family who
can't afford to send its children to
college?

The only diffe rence
between the
school
system and the Mafia is
that the schools steal
more money.
-Jarvis

Jarvis: I was (from) a poor family. I
worked my way through four years of
college. I worked an afternoon shift at
the Utah Copper Co., 365 days a year for
four years. I rode an inter·urban train
for 18 miles to college and I paid all my
own way and I got straig ht A grades.
ow. I don"t expect guys your age to
have that many guts, because vou don't
have a hell of a lot in the schools these
days. but I expect you to do omething
to pay your way because I think I've

Proposition 9

If the nmJority of Californians who
..
\'Ole on June :1 sav .. yes to Pro po ition
9, these re.·trictions on 'acramento·s
ability to ra1.'e revC>nue will be added to
tht , tatel' con.:Lit ut ion:
-per,onal income taxe.· in the tate
";u be cut an average of 54 percent.
-per onal income tax.es would be
fully indexed to the rate of inflation. so
that t�ose who redeve a cost-of-living
raise will not be pu hed into a higher tax
bracket.
-the sales ta:x would be frozen at its
present 6 percent level.
-the state bu iness inventory tax
would he eliminated.
two-thirds majority of all eligible
California voters is needed to cut an
amendment once it has been added to
the constitution.

Howard Jarvis

paid all I want to pay for kids going to
college. I don't think you should get a
free ride.
Daily: Estimates are that if tuition is
charged, 100,000 students will be
knocked out of the CSUC system.
Jarvis: I wish there would be and
especially a lot from foreign countries.
We could cut 100,000 foreign students
- legal and illegal a.liens going to school
here - mooching on us, and get them
the hell out of here.
All you say doesn't make any im
pression on me because you 're inferring
that if you go to Cal Poly you'll get an
education. I don't believe it, because
they don't give you one. They give you a
bunch of garbage.
Daily: What about, for example,
minority students, who plan to go to
college, who can't afford tuition, and
who are already working to help their
families?
Jarvis: Good for them. They have to
work too. I think that as long as the
school system is not producing
education, that when I pay $50,000 a
year in taxes, I don't get any education
for it - I get a scam. The school system
is not an education institution anymore,
it's a political Mafia for money. The only
difference between the school system
today and the Mafia is that the schools
steal more money than the Mafia.
I don't like it - I wish we had some
education; J"d like to pay for educ.ation,
but I don't like to blow my money on
zero zilch.
Daily: How much does it help your
campaign having the support of people
like Carol Hallett (R-Ata cadero. and
Republican leader in the state
Assembly) and (Lt. Gov_ ) Mike Curb?
Jarvis: It help because they·re quite
respectable people. \ e have some
bright people, both Democrats and
Rep u blican s , and that's w hy
Proposition 9 is going to pass in
California about 3-to-l.
Daily: Why does their public-figure
support help you. but having Gov.
Brown against you not worry you?
Jarvis: Brown don't count for anything.
He's a dead duck politically becau e he

hooked up with (Tom) Hayden and
(Jane) Fonda and the public thinks
they're garbage.
I don't give a damn what Brown does,
no. He s aid he's going to vote against it
- well. I'm going to vote for it, so I'm
going to cancel out his vote. Of course,
he may vote absentee because he hasn't
been in the state much in the last 200
days.
Dail y: W h i l e campaign i n g f or
Proposition 13, you made much of the
support of ( obel prize-winning con
servative economist) Milton Friedman.
I read in the newspaper that he's come
out against Proposition 9 ...
Jarvis: He has not. You can read in the
damn newspaper anything you want.
It's a funny thing - all the people that
were against (Proposition) 13 when
Friedman was for it, they said he was a
shitass. And now that he makes a
qualified statement they think he's
great. That's a hypocritical bunch of
.bastards.

You're inferring that if
you go to Cal Poly you'll
get an education... they
don't give you one. They
give you a bunch of
-Jarvis
garbage.

The reason Milton Friedman said
what he said is because he was afraid
that if we passed (Proposition) 9 the
legislature would increase the taxes on
corporations. (Proposition) 9 don't
decrea e corporate taxes - the cor
porations don't get a nickel. And
Friedman has always felt we should
reduce taxes on corporations .
(Reading a letter to him he said was
from Friedman) " ...I believe it is better
to let Porpostion 4 (passed in ovember
'78, putting a ceiling on annual in
creases in state and local spending) for a
while before we move furtner to use the
initiative process on specific taxes. At

April 25 & 26, I

the same time... ! will not raise a,
'
against Proposition 9.
Daily: How about waiting for ot��
already passed by the Legislalllt,
take effect first? (The state Le�
has repe�ed the busin�s_s in� ento�l\t
and provided cost-of-liV1Dg mde�
that Californians will not be pushed �
higher brackets by pay increases,t ·
provisions Proposition 9 hopes l-0 I\
into the state constitution.)
Jarvis: The Legislature never �
them until I filed Proposition 9. \
passed them to try and de!ia,
Proposition'9, and each one of thett�
a clause in it that can repeal it at
time. So that is a big fat fraud. �,l!
thieves up there.
Daily: Do you think Proposition 9� ..
will result in cuts in gov,
spending, or will taxes that � � tb
raised (business and sales tatEsj � !lo
increased?
Jarvis: No, it won't cut it a ftli,_
(Proposition) 13 didn't cut it any · "
· because your school has got
money this year than it had last lll!
And every city has more money .,
every county has more money ani 11-i
state has more money. And lf.e
(Proposition) 9 passes, your
district will still have more money
it bas now.
Daily: Because of oil decontrol?
Jarvis: Oil decontrol is one thng.
course, if what Sen. Cranston (OO½rl,.,"'.ll
said on national TV is righ�
decontrol would produce $5 billion
year for California taxes. And if that'
true, instead of having a $6.5
surplus, we'll have an $8 billion smplii
I don't count on that; I say the o,J
only produce $3 billion a year. But
net loss to the state of Califo111ia '
m·IPI01
Proposition 9 will.be less than l Dl!ll
Daily: Why do your figures alwa}�
so much with government figures!
Jarvis: Because the government
out bullshit figures. They have ·
time began.
They said that if (Proposition\ :rtor
passed. all the schools would cm eas
that's a lie. They sent out a !ell! ··sfi
400,000 elderly citizens sayii,.!
(Proposition) 13 passed. they'd ii!
state benefits - that was a lie.
said (Proposition) 13 was for therih
that was a lie. Jerry Brown.
Proposition 13 passed, said it Wll
best thing that ever happeniil
California, after saying the previou!
months it was the worst thing. &it
either lying one place or the other.
of course, they lied about the
surplus. They said it was $1.5
and I said it was $6.5 billion, d
turned out to be $6.5 billion.
So this a long series of mon
lies that your friends in Sacramen�
in the school system told you, ��
in the school system. The peoplelll
school system are pretty clever lia1!
most of them.
Dail y: · Peo ple are also SI.
1
Proposition 9 is for the rich, thl ' ilcd1
regressive.
. :al t�
Jarvis: They're liars, it's pro�
you have a $15,000 income, you git•
percent reduction in your taxes
amount to 27.50 a month.
Daily: But if you only earn s10.�,
$12,000, you only get about.•
reduction per year (State Franchi-it
Board Figures).
Jarvis: No, I didn't say that. Thal!
correct. I just told you what it
you have less than $15,000, yrJJ
very little income tax, most of
none at all. They don't pay
They have a free ride on the rest of
If you have a $30,000 (inco_ID
get in a higher bracket, you will
63 percent reduction, and that
about $35 a month. (Legi. lati\·et
\Villiam Hamm estimates a reduct,53.3 percent.) And finally yout f
$50,000 income, you only ge J
percent reduction. So the bulk
money goes to the low in�m�. and
Brown says different, he s a liar
Daily: How do cuts like these �i.
up against cuts in, for enan.
health care?
Jarvis: Don't measure up at all.
you '11 hav e mor e mone)'
See Jarvis on9,�
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Poly Royal Co-Editor

. Glenn Dumke. soft-spoken and

· rare. has been chancellor of the
[omta State University and Colleges
18 of the 20 years the system has
,td,Hewasa leading proponent and
r.rer of the Master Plan. which
independent,
..; the 16 ruggedly
.
.
. .
eting
state
unwersittes
·ntl}' comp
the CSUC. He opposes Proposition
Sl,ing it will have a devastating
i!ion all education in California. The
I� ,m•iew took place at CS UC
� �uarters, Golden Shore, Long
� .,,

r�

� )ir, Why is a large, tuition-free

• ctat
. ion system such as the CSUC
, preserving as is? Has it served
· 'Wlia well?
· � 1,11ke: I don't think there is any
, ..ion about t�e value of the type of
tional servtce and product the
-.
provided for the state. In
trli has
'1. , il you look at the predictions of
• � of the economists in the country.
are saying that this elusive,
ooo recession everybody's been
ing is coming. But they all agree
C.1lifornia will be hit less by it than
any other state. And no one can
that our superior higher
1ionaJ system has been partly
. �ble for the djversified economy
re built up. �ly desk is filled in. 1:gh with correspondence from
. s who are convinced we are
:t�i;,=.2;2_
• •g creditably for the state; if
:d:tg interferes with our product,
is going to be a serious effect on
t • ueas of concern.
a }eCSUC turns out 55 percent of the
r's degrees in California. and 5
r t of the nation· s. We produce
�uarters of the public school
" sin the state. We turn out the
who run this state.
,. If that's the case, why are most
ors saying Proposition 9 will
l easily, perhaps indicating public
111 11I,faction with higher education?
� : The public has always been
i:ely suppo rtive of higher
tio n in this state: although there
_
u mterruption of this during the
' revolution. I think we are
.' recovering their confidence.
n t think they're looking at
_�
· uon 9 as a measure against
"��ucation. They're looking at it
�duals who are faced with 18
inflation. They're having a hard
r.aking ends meet, and here· a
�to cut their state taxes bv half.
�uldn't look at it positivelw w?
0• the problem is that they (the
• do not believe Proposition 9 is
..to have the drastic effects many
� #edicted, and thev refer bnck to
-':ion 13, when the predictions
quite dire. \Ve took a $17 million
,
budget cut, but the local districts.
';<l targ et of Proposition 13, were
t out b,·
. the $5 billion budget

l

11

,

· Department of Finance has
...y insisted we come up with an
f ·te budget. one which assumes a
r
ef .cent eduction ($256 million out of
t million budget). We protested
1 �
, l.\'QlUse we didn't think the cut
� -.be that great. and that it might
1 !he<'.redibility of these predictions
� �uestioned once again. as they
\1th Proposition 13. ,
an estimated cut of 30 percent
, what are the estimates you
rn:.igh
J11 l"lllgby?
: �'ith regard to the impact of
•11?n 9. I met with the governor.
.. dent of the University of
and the community colleges,
a�d faculty representatives and
\\
e figu red that under the best
Po ible conditions, such as the
Y not deteriorating more, we
eti>ect a first year cut of $40
and a second year
1� 50_ �on,

, :·l!

million.

are not the best possible. we
M cut 120 million the first year.
plus I percent inflation the

rear

'
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Dr. Grenn Dumke
Previously, we had been told by the
charge tuition if we don't have to, but if
Department of Finance that higher
the trade,.off is turning away thousands
education would have to carry a
of students vs. turning away far fewer
(of
cuts)
students under tuition, and at the same
proportionally heavier burden
because it is one of the few revenue
time having in that tuition arrangement
producing agencies in government-we
financial help for those who couldn't pay
can charge tuition. But we know now we
it. the latter alternative would be far
won't; cuts will be across the board.
more equitable.
What I'm afraid of is that the state
The other trade-off is educational
will scrape up all of its resources and the
quality. The University of California, a
first-year impact (on the CSUC) will be
research institution, has a teaching load
fairly light-$40 million to $50 millionof between five to nine classroom hours
and we will not have tuition in that case.
(per week). We are basically a teaching
The second year we will get hit in the
institution; we have primarily a
�olar plexus with a much larger cut: we
teaching faculty with a ' 12-hour
will not be prepared for it and we'11 have
classroom obligation. Our student
to go through this exercise again.
facultv ratio is l-to· 17.8; the ratio at
Daily: Assuming Proposition 9 passes,
most ;mall private colleges is 1-to-12. A
will the problem of a large budget cut be
few y�rs ago we were forced through
solved by charging tuition or by
economic restraint to increase the ratio
to l-tol8.25. You'd think we could just
position and program cuts?
Dumke: If the entire problem of a 30
add in a couple more chairs in the class,
percent cut were answered by depriving
but what it did was eliminate class
students of access to the CSUC system.
sections. forcing students who planned
. we would have to cut out 83,000 of our
LO get through in four years to go five
and six. So we·ve found that once you go
306,000 students. We would have to cut
the size of our operation drastically - over l -to-18, you run into serious
cut programs. merge programs.
questions of educational efficiency and
effectiveness in service to students. and
that· s what we·re concerned about.
You can not short�change the academic
process or it no longer becomes wor
No one can deny that our
thwhile for a student to spend years of
superior higher education·
his life at this process.
In spite of all these problems. we're
al system is partly respon
still one of the best and most effective
sible for our diversified
state universities in the nation, and
we· re so recognized.
-Dumke
economy.
Daily: You mentioned some kind of
financial aid program for those unable
to pay tuition. What kind of program
did you have in mind, and where will
If, on the other hand, we solved the
entire problem by tuition, we would
those funds come from?
Dumke: I think the simplest way to
have to charge each student about
answer
that problem is to calculate
$1,100 (per academic year): in com
what you'd need for the basic tuition
parison to the $155 to S 166 we now
and then add a small sum to it, so the
charge, it would be quite a blow, even
total collected would also pay for those
though the national average is about
$750.
unable to.
Daily: How ·will affirmative action
Of course, neither extreme will be
programs be affected by Proposition 9?.
adopted. As I see it, the answer lies
Dumke: Unfortunately, if we have to
somewhere between the two. Of course,
there are trade-offs. I don't want to
curtail our operations and terminate

faculty, affirmative action will be very
seriously affected. State law requires we
terminate by seniority, and the greatest
progress by women and minorities has
beeen made in the last few years.
If we
i
have to terminate l'ast hired-frst fired,
it's going to be a very serious blow to
them.
Daily: What are you doing, what can
you do, to defeat Proposition 9?
Dumke: State law prohibits any state
employee from using his position to
electioneer, to tell people how to vote.
What we are doing is providing and
disseminating information on the effect
of Proposition 9 on students. It isn't a
question of having to terminate bun·
dreds of faculty people, if we have to do
that; it's a ,question of the effect on
student programs, upon student access,
and upon the student's abiltiy to get an
education.
Daily: There seems to be a fear among
faculty and students that no ad
ministrator will consider his own job
dispensible and therefore cut it; that he
feels it his job to say, 'I'm cutting this
position, that program.' What
guarantees can you give me that the cut
that will come are going to be in the
most inefficient and appropriate areas?
Dumke: I know there's a constant at
tempt on the part of a lot of people.
including the press and those who don't
know much about education, to say that
all eductional institutions are over
administered, that administration is
essentially the enemy of the faculty,
that they don't see things in the same
way.
The facts are completely different. In
the first place. I would say 98 to 99
percent of educational administrators
are right out of the facutly. They have
moved up through the faculty ranks and
become administrators because they
have been in the faculty. And far from
being hostile to the faculty or working
against their interests, against the
classroom, they're there because they're
trying to expedite it and help it.
Secondly, much of our administrative
staff is not due to educational ad
ministration. It's due to government
regulation. It cost about $2 billion a
year for American higher education to
fulfill the requirements, to fill out the
blanks, to conform with the Office of
Safety and Health Administration, with
affirmative action, with regulations for
disabled students, with building codes
and others. Just doing this requires an
awful lot of administration-it·s not
educational administration,
it's
responding to government, state and
federal.

The CSUC turns
out • the
•
•
people who run this state.
-Dumke
As for educational administration, I
can assure you we are not over
ad.ministered. '°'re are limited, for
example, to two vice presidents for each
of our campuses, while the University of
California has up to seven vice
presidents. even on small campuses.
In fact, we've had to allocate funds for
other sources to get administrative jobs
done. When Jarvis 1 (Proposition 13)
came
along, I cut 17 positions from this
f
of ice, cutting the budget by 8330,000.
That doesn't mean we're doing the same
things we could do before-we've just
stopped doing them.
Daily: Cal Poly has a learn by doing
philosophy, a practicle and expensive
approach. Can we expect more cuts than
a campus with a conventional teaching
approach?
Dumke: No. We have emphasized and
supported the variation and specialties
of various campuses. We know that
both SLO and Pomona have technical
programs that are generally more
costly, and have taken that into account
in allocations of our budgetary ad
ministration. And if the state will let us
do it, we can continue that con·
sideration.
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Mustang Roundup

Spring '79
Track

Spring '79 -- Spring '80

\ten: The Mustang track squad breezed

through its dual meet schedule and took
the Division I I team championship by
44 points over their nearest competitor.
Juruor Jim Schankel crossed the tape
first in two distance events in the
Division 11 finals. shattering a pair of
national records in the process. Senior
Bart Williams garnered a first place
finish in the Division II intermediate
hurdles. Senior Danny Aldridge also
placed first in the 1,500 meter run at the
Division II finals.
Women: The team finished second in the
league. and broke eight school and
league records along the way. Junior
Maggie Keyes registered four of the
eight records.

Baseball

Men: The 1979 team produced a bumper
crop of fine individual performance ,
but the team as a whole reaped a
mediocre harvest, finishing 28-27. To
add to coach Berdy Harr ·s wo s. three
players were deemed ineligible lo
compete in the Division 11 finals
because they violated junior colleg
transfer regulations and all th games
they played in were forfeited.
Women' softball: The team po ted a
winning eason. under coach Judity
Harris. tallying a 19-18 record. The
team traveled to the Western Regionals,
winning one of three games.

Tennis

Women: The tenni team finished with a

9-9 record under coach

onja Murray
after it was forced to forfeit the la t two
matches due to a van accident.

Volleyball

Men: After notching a fir.·t place

finish in the
AA in 197 • coach Mike
Wilton's t am moved over to the tough
California [ ntercollegiate Volleyball
League which has produced national
champions th pa. t 10 year . • ot
urprisingly. th team's r cord lumped
to -12.
Worn n: Coach ike \\'ii ton· I am tied
a :chool r cord for m st wins in a
season. fini hing 13-10 overall and 5-5 in
th league.

Fall '79
Football
Joe Harper·s football squad
battled back from crippling injuries to
finish in the Division II top 20 and saiJ
to a CCAA championship with a 7-3
record.
Men:

The Mustang faced an uphill battle
from game one as they had to play
without the rvices of starting quar·
terback Craig Johnston and without a
healthy Loui Jackson, the explosive
Mu, tang running back.

nior Reid Lundstrom was pre, sed
into . rvice a quarterback and senior
Paul Dickens was thrust into the
starting tailback role. Lundstrom
ranked sixth in the nation among
quarterback , hurling 13 touchdown
pa ses and Dickens became only the
fourth player in Cal Poly history to gain
over 1.000 yard .

Winter '80

Basketball
Men: Coach Ernie Wheeler's basketball
team hocked the CCAA by going from
a mediocre .500 quad to the top of the
pack in the pan of a single year. The
Mu tangs breezed through the league
with a 9-3 record (22-7 overall), but ran
into a brick wall in the regionals, losing
to league rival U.C. Riverside in the
final,.
Women :The women·

ba ketball team
al o enjoyed a banner season, finishing
deadlocked for second in the SCAA. The
most positive event in the season wa
the continued developm nt of guard
Laura Buehning who led the Mu tangs
in almo�t every category. Buehning's
'-lati. tic gav h r the nod a player of
and earned her a
the . ar in the
trip to the Olympic tryout

Wrestling

Spring '80

Gymnastics
teaJJI,
pleted one of its fmest sea
history. placing a close second le
Poly Pomona in the league final
Women: The gymnastics

Men: 1980 proved to be a bittersweet
Baseball
season for Vaughan Hitchcock's
grapplers. Hitchcock billed this year's
h team has bounded back�
Men: Te
1
squad as possibly the best in the
case of the early season blues to. �.
school's history and his prediction did
of its last six games. at pre s t.l.llle.�
not appear wron� when the Mustangs
Poly is mired in last place in the Cl:A,�
c!osed ?P th�U: �ual meet season ranked •
with a 5-10 record, 10-20 overall.�
sIXth 1n D1vis1on L The Mu�ta gs · . basema n Bob Weirum is hitting al
bo":'led over t�e other teams ,m liebich rate him seventh in the_,
,
regio��s: sending all team meJD .
tu Hein is placjd,sixth among pl�
_
/a .
�e D1�s1on I finals. But the t
�•·=, Women's softball: The team has r�
�n the f�als as seven of 10 members W
on hard times. sporting a 10-1 ,
1n the first two . rounds. Freshman Jeff
at press time. There are signs tbal�
Bark�dale provided the only pleasant •
Poly women have pulled out or l4
surprise, as the unrank� wres�ler
slump; the team took second place_��
.
grabbed an e1�hth place fm1sh. ThirdPony Ea ter Tournament. w ·
ranked Gary Fischer placed fourth.
powerful Arizona State twice.

Swimming

Men: Under Coach Mark Johnson, the

team brought home glory from the
Division II finals as four individuals
tallied All-American honors.
Women: The team fell a scant four
points short of being crowned national
champions. ta.king a strong second in
the AIA W Division II Swimming and
Diving Championship.

Cross country

Men:No team dominated its sport
more effectively than coach Steve
Miller's 1979 cros country team. The
Mustang harriers strolled through the
Division II finals, outdistancing their
nearest competitor, Sacramento State,
by a full 5 points.
Women: Lance Harter's women's team
took its cue- from its male counterpart
by nabbing fourth place in the AIA W
Region 8 final and tenth in the Al AW
Division I 1 ational Championships.
Jaggie Ke s provided the . park for
the Mustang· by placing second in the
regionals and sixth in the finals. K ye '
out tanding performance earned her the
California \\Toman Collegiate cross
country runner of the year award.

Track

Men: The team has been beset by·
this season, but are favored to 'IIIJI •
CAA Division 11 title. The o-A.�1101
have already qualified 15 roem
ir
the nationals, including four ia
steeplechase.
Women: The team·s trong thir
showing in the U.C. Herkel
vitational establishes it has a C.ODleld/
for the Division II track cro
Douglas, Maggie Keyes and
Draemer have qualified for the D2tilllJ
AIAW finals.

Tennis

Men: The team rebounded fnl
disappointing showing last year
fini h a solid second behind unde
Cal State Los Angeles. Robb
pace the well-balanced Poly team
Women: After winning its fir t piro
matches, the team h; in the throeof
six-malch losing streak. The wo
V
p·h«oor!I
in the SCAA. are led by
Ree
\Veigandt and freshman
Andrson.

Volleyball

!\fen: The Mustang team. despite _

individual performances by
Brown and Craig Cummings. "t
in the league. with a 2-10

Soccer

Men: The Cal Poly soccer tean
grown in popularity in the last YEil•
it attracts a fairly large folio�
Soccer fans had something to
about as the team place fourth ill'
league with a 4-4 record .
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Guys-on-the-go
are very specific
about wanting
Ocean Pacific

Easy-going yet ready for action! Stripe knit
shirt, $22.50. Corduroy shorts in assorted colors;
$15.50 Popu(ar parrot shirt in polyester and cotton,$19.
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; Get ready tor
ummer's action in
cean Pacific
and Jantzen
The Jantzen feeling...
cool, comfy cotton!

•

-

Go for action in our Lable 4 cotton sport clothes.
Bright combinations of green, blue,
tomato, yellow and white. Terry tank, $15.
Tube top, $13; short,- $13.
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Cal Poly athletes say 'no' to boyco�
BY TOl\1 JOHNSON
Dally Sports Edllor

GMYOUI
UFIA LmLE
VESPA

1 __...,-.,�

A Vespa Moped can ta e you
all over town You·11
never have a parking
problem And you'll
have up lo 160
miles ol lun per
gallon No clutching or shitting,
almost no
mainlenance
Come lest ride
a Ciao: Bravo
or Grande

OIA
NOT-50-Lrm.E
VESPA

Vespa Scooter Is the other twowheel experience. ' . Easy .,,..,,,.. �
lo balance Quiel
Dependable You sit
tns1de. with
your feet on
the lloor II comes
In three new models, all the way up
10 lhe P200E that's
plenty fast lor free
ways Come take a
scoot. lhen decide

__.,!Wlli

MILLERS MOTORCYCLES

162 Higuera St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 543-7358

gtw�llf9allttle vespa
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• Say chow
to, hi •
Molu9t IS based on CUNA
Slmlards YOtJrs may vary a,
Chedl local laws tor
:i;
Olll<alOI and ownersh,p
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Fashion Carnival

President Carter's plea
for a boycott of the
Summer Olympics, which
received a warm smat·
tering of applause from the
polled American public.
has evoked a round of boos
from Cal Poly Olympic
hopefuls.
Six o f Ca l Poly ·s
b r igh t est
s p o r ts
illuminaries and Olympic
possibilities
wrestler
Scott Keaton, swimmer
Heather Davis. and track
stars Fred Harvey, Dan
Aldridge, l\.laggie Keyes,
and Jim Schankel - ex·
pressed disappointment
at Carter·s call for an
Oly mpi c boycott in
response to the Dec. 27
Soviet-backed Afghanistan
coup and continued Soviet
pre ence in that country.
Though all ix athlete
expressed regret at the
Olympic boycott, the
degrees of disappointment
differed dramatically.
ophomore swimmer
Da vis, a 1979 All
American who finished this
ea on undefeated in the
50-, 100- and 200-yard
breastroke, lifted up the
strongest condemnation
against the proposed
boycott.
"When I heard President
Carter was talking about
boycotting the Olympics, I
wanted to call him and
complain. He is not solving
the (Afghanistan) problem,
he is only screwing a few

people - this nation's top decision.
.. I thought ther�
athlete . ·· said Davis.
Sprinter Harvey also be a lot o f disa
voiced a vehement ob athletes but I th<l\j�
·.
the right
jection to the boycott plan, wa
arguing the Olympic Pre ident Carter
about
Polit·1
game should not be u ed mor e
strategy then well
as a political forum.
know," Aldridge said. ei
'"Carter shouldn "t u
hankel conrnnl'd
athletes as a political
pawn. They say that it (the was very di apPo '
Olympics) is not political, But the Olympics is
yet we are considering a the only important ,
I wouldn't top trai �
boycott.
··I think they should use they wouldn't be held.1
omething else to prote t along with the deci ion
aid to run the game . but I
to the Rus ians, ··
Harve , a member of la t go to the Olympic triaJi
" If I place in the;
year's All-American mile
relay team and one of the three, I know I wouldh�
top men m the 100· and mad the team. That �
important •
just a
200-yard sprints.
On the other hand, track competing." . aid �
Ald ri dge
a n d who could fill up 1 11
star
Schankel and top-flight with his honors in the
wre tier Heaton took the meter steep! ch
news of an Olympic 5,000- and 10,000
race and as the top
boycott in stride
Heaton, the
tu tang on Cal Poly coach
cro s
grappler who sits on top of ,tiller·
the 167-pound weight class team.
After beating M
rankings with a 36-1
record, adopted an almost Decker. cover girl on
fatalist stance on the i sue of port Illu · .•
boycott issue. He said, it was track tar Keye5
tood t,
"I'm a little disappointed. pr o b a b l y
of
chance
But there is nothing I can greate t
do about it - I'm not the Olympic
qa
going to go against the However, he said ht
president' wishes. Right torn on the 1s ue.
"As an athlete I ...... �,&
now I'm not looking at the
Olympics but at the really mad because
are so many people
national finals."
-.!liit
Aldridge, an integral put in a lot of time tr:':'""1
ml
part of the cross country for the Olympics. \\'ben I
team this year and an All fir t heard the bo_-•■..--.
American in both cross proposed I felt really--....
.
country and track and
field, backed Carter· s
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25o/o off
Selected Men's
Sportsh i rts
Long sleeve plo1d sportsh,rt in
polyester/cotton yorn-dyed plaids.
Square hemmed bOttom
en·s sizes

Reg 7.50 So e 5.62

20o/o off
Women's Tops,
Shorts and Rompers
Hop on the terry-go-round with a
feast of toppings and a festival
of shorts Junior and missy sizes.
romper Reg 14.00 Sale 11.20
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Try our deliciously different fruit-filled
burrito donuts

40e
Delicious donuts for all occasions,
from study breaks to special orders
Foothill and Santa Rosa
Phone 543-1736
San Luis Obispo

Downtown San Luis Obispo
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Limited budget, but victorious _teams

�

BYBARRY
SHORTZ
De

Stiff Writer

al
w,Jetic teams at �
have bejln pump1;11g
doses of adrenaline
year with excellent

wrestling team
ion I
� CAA Divis
(eltefD Regional Title

te-

basketball team was in· country team won the raised for men and women
Western Regionals and the athletic scholarships this
vited to compete in the
ational Title in NCAA year. Out of the $54,000,
AIA W Western Regionals
Division
II.
for the first time in the
$16,000 was for women
Dr.
Victor
Buccola,
school's history and the
athletic scholarships.
women's swim team won director of athletics, said,
The school supports
"It's been an excellent year eight teams for women and
the SCAA swimming and
for Cal Poly teams."
diving crown and sent 12
eleven teams for the men.
Cal
Poly's
excellent
year
athletes to the AIA W
All teams have to follow
can
be
credited
to
the
Division II Nationals.
certain rules set forth by
If that isn't enough, coaches who have recruited t h e i r
p e r.sp e c t i v e
consider that the men's · some fine athletes with a organizations. The men
very
limited
budget. follow National Collegiate
basketball team won the
Through
the
Mustang
CCAA Conference Tjtle
Athletic Association rules
Booster
Club,
$54,000
was
and
the men's cross
(NCAA) and the women

-

ycottthat I am closer to
able to make the
. it ma kes m e
ted that we might

and watching athletes in
general representing their
respective countries at
Lake Placid.

One
ex ception
was
go.
However, I was talking Davis.
people who said that
"The Winter Olympics
1
115 better to boycott the upset me. I don't think it's
· s than risk going fair. F,ither we should not
nr. Other people say have competed in the
...._... • · is better to go over
Winter Olympics or we
and beat them at should send a team to the
best. I don't know, I •summer Games," Davis
;Jam wishy-washy on said.
1
� !llhject," Keves said.
The chance to compete in
� � V of the athletes said
the Olympic games, all the
feeling of disap·
-!..,=·ent became more athletes confessed, has
-·--t after watching been a major goal in life.
peedskater Eri c The Olympics is the brass
race to five gold ring which they all hoped
. seeing the ice to grab by putting in long
y team pull off its tired hours of practice. the
boycott
has
Olympic shocker, Olympic

ow you ve got your diploma That s a great start for a full and rewarding
career future
with PERTEC PERIPHERALS DIVISION.
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WE'LL BE ON CAMPUS APRIL 29, 1980
CONTACT YOUR
PLACEMENT OFFICE TODAY!
9600 Irondale Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

PERIPHERALS DIVISION

Equal Opportunity Employ er

See Budget, page 14

choice

CREATIVE

CLOTHING

EXPERIENCE

WELCOME TO SPRING
AND POLY ROYAL
· Antique & Period Clothing
Japanese Kimonos & Wraps
Sasson "Baggies" and
European-Cut Pants
Handmade & One-ot'-a-kind

1019 BROAD
S
LUS OBISPO
543-2651
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\'✓e re Pertee. and we d hke to help make your career dec1s1ons as easy as
possible How? Ver simply by laying out all the facts and lettrng you make
rne logical choice

We ofter one of the m osl comprehensive benefits programs m the industry.
an a tractrve suburban location and most important of all. we believe in g1v
ng our people the space 10 work toward their full potential

Individual coaches do
the majority of recruiting
for their teams and most of
the athletes that come to
Cal Poly are recruited in
California. Each coach is
given $100 per year to pay
for their own recruiting
expenses. They recruit
athletes by visiting high
schools, getting recom
mendations from other
coaches and from athletes
that have graduated from
Cal Poly.
Until
this
y e a r,
recruiting athletes for men

WELCOME TO POLY ROYAL
1980

YOU'VE
GOT YOUR DIPLOMA,
WE'VE GOT
YOUR CAREER.

ed

,

forced many of the athletes
to redefine their goals, they
said. Even though the
boycott may steal their
ultimate athletic goal,
most said they would
consider training for the
1984 Olympics. Keyes
summed up the joys and
disappointments of the six
Cal Poly stars when she
concluded. "The Olympics
is the ultimate challenge.
It is the test of real ability.
I t gives one a feeling of
greatness and pride. The
Olympics are something
greater than competition.
A fter watching the Winter
O1.mpics I was proud to be
alive, proud to be an
American. I am sorry I
won't be:able to experience
that this ummer."

?ertec ,s the company thats making the power of computerization acces
s Ole to more and more people in more and more places. We do II by bnngmg
:ogether all of he best of advanced computer technology. tn products and
services that tie one city to another
one natron to the world we·re spe
cialists tn peripheral equipment and subscriber maintenance for computer
, dustry clients. and distributed processing. micro-computer and data entry
s. stems for a wide range of apphcat,ons in business. go ern ent and
educa ,on And that kind of d1vers1ty cre ates ::i truly st,mula ing pro
fessional environment for BSME's and BSEE's

follow the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women (AIA W).
The two organizations
differ in who pays for the
expenses when an athlete
is invited to come look at
the school. For men. money
spent for the athletes'
travel expenses, housing
and meals is payed for by
the school and is approved
b y the NCAA. Under
AI AW
rules,
women
athletes invited to look at
Cal Poly have to pay for
their own transportation,
meals and housing.
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For 92 years we have been serving customers
from places far and near. Our hometown
atmosphere together with our vast array of
grocery items and deli favorites makes for a fun
trip to our store. Make David Muzios a stop on
your way through San Luis Obispo.
870 Monterey

541-0800
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Meeting the needs of
Cal Poly since 1915

•
•

El Corral Bookstore
ON ANY Gf::NcRAL RE:ADING

BOOK (NON-TEXT)
PRICED AT $195 OR MORE

LIMIT: ONE COUPON
PER BOOK PURCHASE

LU
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W

�
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.::.: z
�
�
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OFFER APPLIES POLY ROYAL

clip & save coupon

c ip &"save coupon

�

clip & save c-ou-pon

ON ANY GENERAL READING

OJ

BOOK (NON-TEXT)
PRICED AT $1.95 OR MORE
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W

z

�

OFFER APPLIES POLY ROYAL

�

clip & save coupo

•

i

cl p & save coupon

Ask tor color process
ing by Kodak. Slides,
snapshots and movie
film. We handle all the
details.

-�-
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we offer
10%off
lis-tprice!

LIMIT· ONE COUPON
PER BOOK PURCHASE

LU

psst!
want
ahot
tip? �

A
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cfip · save coupon
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Special Hours for
Poly Royal:
Friday April 25.
7:45 AM- 5:00 PM
Saturday April 26
· 9:30 AM - 5:00 PM
A Complete Line of Art
& Technical Supplies
-� ---

Calculators at
Discount Prices
SHARP.

Texas
.'

.

UNITREX
CASIO

Apri I 25 & 26, 1
D ·1
·Rev1ew_s_e_c_ti_o n_2_,p_a _g_e_1o_________M_u_s_ta-ng_a_•_Y __
_________________-...
•

The year in concerts ..........
BY JIM HENDRY
Dally Review Editor

Sunburnt and relaxing in
their small beach chairs on
the sidewalk in front of the
Main Gym, two young
female students patiently
waited to get a good seat
for the Kenny Loggins
concert. They had spent
the whole day waiting and
now that the sun was
setting their apprehension
mounted. More people
were coming every minute,
crowding their shrinking
place in line.
By the time the doors
opened, the girls were
caught in a rush of bodies
f l i n g i n g themsel v e s
towards the front of the
stage. Caught-up in the
excitement of the moment,
they lept over chairs and
found a pair of seats near
the stage in front of the PA
system.
A little disappointed
with their location, but
happy to be inside, the
girls settled back to enjoy
one of the many concerts
presented each year by the
AS! Concert Committee.
Entertainment ranging
from The Knack to Count
Basie is offered by the
committee whose members
work on a volunteer basis.
They set-up and tear down
shows in locations varying
from the gym to Chumash
to the lawn in front of the
music building
Since last Poly Royal,
the committee presented

Eddie Money at the height
of his first album's success.
Money roared into the gym
at a decibel rating that
sent many students home
with Two Tickets to
Paradise still ringing in
their ears.
Dwight Twilley was
featured next in a free
show on the lawn in front
of the tiusic Building. In a
move reminisent of the free
concerts in Golden Gate
Park in San Francisco
during the 60s, the com
mittee presented the show
at no charge.
The first concert of the
new school year saw The
Knack invading the gym
with their adolescent,
simplistic, brand of rock 'n'
roll. Easily not the most
talented artists to appear
at Cal Poly, The Knack;
however, packed the gym
and had many people up
and dancing during their
60 minute show.
As fall faded into winter,
Leo Kottke headlined a
concert for a winter's
evening in Chumash. The
ex t r e m e l y
tale nted
guitarist/folk singer im
pressed those attending
with his blazing finger
picking on his open-tuned
acoustic guitars.
Toto and Rick Derringer
appeared in the main gym
next in a show that saw the
opening
act
(Ri c k
Derringer) drawing more
re ponse from the capacity
crowd than did Toto. Toto
may be extremely popular

when it comes to selling
albums, but when it came
time to getting the
audience excited about
their music, they seemed
too wrapped-up in their
own reputations to care.
A small piece of San
,Francisco's history per·
formed in t h e g y m
following Toto as the
Jefferson Starship brought
their new, harder sound to
Cal Poly. The Starship
performed long and loud,
much to the delight of the
capacity audience who
boogied to such rock 'n'
roll classics as Somebody
to Loue and Light the Sky
on Fire.
Dawg music was heard
echoing through Chumash
in the next Poly show as
David Grisman brought
his group of talented
musicians to perform in a
pair
of well-received
concerts. Grisman 's music.
which has been called a
cross between bluegrass
and classical jazz, was a
welcome change for those
who grew tired of rock.
The swinging sounds of
Count Basie were brought
to Chumash following
Grisman. A legendary
figure in the history of
American jazz, Basie and
his sixteen-piece orchestra
had the auditorium hoppin'
and boppin' to music
composed long before most
of the students attending
were born. Basie per·
formed two shows to
c a p a city a u d i e nce s ,

showing that the musical
tastes of students are as
varied as their majors.
Ke n n y
Loggins
highlighted the end of
Winter quarter with two
shows that had many fans
writing letters of protest at
the Daily ·s review of the
performance. Loggins. it
was printed, had scores of
young coeds at his feet
throughout the show judging by attendance
figures for both shows,
Loggins had a lot of people
at his feet whatever their
sex.
The red hot jazz sounds
of the Crusaders found
their way into the gym
after Loggins in a show
that wasn't very well·
attended. Regardless of
who showed up, the
Crusaders. with special
guest Randy Crawford, put
on one of the best shows
this school has seen in
some time. Without any
stage props or gimmicks to
mask their music, · The
Crusaders were tighter
�han Scrooge at Christmas
in performing very difficult
jazz material.
One after another, after
another. the musicians
appear and then di sappear
heading toward another
town and another show.
Those attending each show
are really the only ones
that make one concert
different than the other.
The musicians play the
same music in the same

Kenny Loggins
order night after night; its
you - the Cal Poly concert

goers - that make eadi
show your own.

The A I Films Com
mittee off rs children an
e n t e r tain ment
br eak
during the Friday and
Saturday Poly Royal
festivities.
Free cartoons and an
animated feature will be
shown in Room E-27 of the
Science building con
tinuously between noon

and 4 p.rn. both days.
Between showing of
short cartoons will ti
screenings of the feature
Snoopy Come Home.. I�
children and adult wu:
enjoy the antics of Char�
Schulz' Snoopy. \\'ood
stock,
Lucy.
Charlif
Brown. Linus. Pigpen anc
friend .

Royal event
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When you trade-in your men's
10K gold high school ring for •
on a Lustrium college ring,
A1nerica's newest fine
jeweler's alloy • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.. $86.00

.$6tgs
Your rebate •••.••••••••••••••....$16.0S
'

'

Trade in your women's 10K gold high
school ring for $32.00.and buy your
Lustrium college ring for only $37.95.
1OK GOLD HIGH SCHOOL TRADE-INS ALSO APPLY ON ALL JOSTEN'S 1OK
GOLD COLLEGE Al NGS.

OFFER GOOD APIILOND!
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... from David Grisman to Toto

David Grisman

Toto
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Dwight Twilley
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FIREPLACE SHOP.• GIFTS
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Telephone 928-4111
1408 South Broadway
Santa Mana, CA 93454

for someone special

NEW YORK STYLE
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& RESTAURANT
Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
Soup & Salad Bar
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Elegant settings in 14K gold.
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Jarvis on 9
From page 2

(Proposition) 9 than you ever had
before. The only danger to health care
and schools is we have a stupid
legislature and stupid school people.
They would like to keep all the money at
the top and they would like to take all of
it. They don't want to give the students
anything. They want to steal all the
school money for the 11droini!'ltrators of
the school cartel. I want to cut down
their thievery, because that's all it is.
(You're) from Cal Poly. God, if you
want to see a lousy county, it's $an Luis
Obispo. That's the dumbest, crookedest
bunch of goddamned crap in that whole
county. I went there one time and I tried
to find out what their bonded in·
debtedness was. There wasn't a son of a
bitch in the city of San Luis Obispo that
knew. The mayor didn't know, the

controller didn't know, the assess or
didn't know. I finally found a little gray·
haired old gal sitting way in the back you can't find anything from these
ass holes in the front office. She got the
records. They were in this shoebox, so
help me Christ. And you know what I
found out about that goddamned
screwball outfit? They built a road to
San Simeon about 40 years ago. (The
only direct road between $an Luis
Obispo and San Simeon is state
Highway 1, completed in 1937.) They
have never paid anything except the
interest on it. That's the kind of a
government you've got in $an Luis
Obispo.
Daily: During the Propos ition 13
campaign, you were playing on people's
fears ...
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FRIDAY
Happy Hour 5-9:30
$1.50 pitchers 75¢ drinks
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Jarvis: Horseshit. The only people who
shit their pants were the politicians, and
I was playing on their fears . But the
people, I wasn't playing on their fears at
all. That's a real some goddamned
stupid psychologist's dream after he's
beero smoking marijuana.
Daily: I mean the fears of losing your
house because of (high property) taxes.
Jarvis: I didn't have to play on their
fears•- they were going to lose their
houses. The only fears I played on were
the politician's, because he thinks h-e·s
got to get out of the marinated political
grease. And he thinks , "this guy's going
to get my job." Well, by God, they're
right - this guy is going to get their
job. They're going to go back to work
shining shoes , where they belong. And
that goes for a lot of professors, too.
Daily: What about the Tax Simplicity
Act?
Jarvis: It's a fraud. It says we're going
to put all the tax on business and none
on people. When you raise taxes on
business , it raises all prices and that's
all. Business don't pay any taxes of any
kind to nobody any time. They won't
tell you that at that stupid college of
yours because they don't want you to
know that.
•
If you go to the May Company and
buy a pair of shoes, do you think they
pay the taxes on the shoes? No way.
What do you think Exxon does with the
gas tax you pay. Every week they send
it to the government. Do you drive a
car?
Daily: A Datsun.
Jarvis: You're contributing to the
unemployment in the United States,
right? General Motors just laid off a lot
of people, so you helped them. Is that
what they teach you at Cal Poly? Why
the hell don't you go to school over th re
(Japan)? You're buying their god
damned products. Tokyo ought to pay
your tuition - the Japs.
Daily: Shouldn't I buy the best thing
available to me? Why should I buy an
American car?
Jarvis: Because it's the best thing
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And now it's (gas tax)
use a
going up fast ... beca
lot of environmentalist
nuts in th is co un try
having oil
prevent us from enough
and gas. We've got
oil and gas in the United
States to last 200 years.
,\nd the environ.mental
paranoia sch izo ph renic
bunch of shitheads in
&ieoce a bunch of low-IQ
now
samen; so
going to pay $2 a
to Saudis Arabia
these shitheads
us build in the
tes.
area off Morro
considered for

sale for off-shore oil
drilling.
Jarvis: Good. I would like
to have the government
pass a law tomorrow that
everyone who's an en
viron.mentalist can't have
any gas. You'd be an en
vironmentalist til the next
morning - you'd forget all
about that horseshit.
If we don't get gas and
oil, guys your age will
starve to death in the
United States, my friend, if
we don't get it here.
And most of this bullshit
comes out of schools like
yours. They teach the kid
a lot of crap. And the
reason they don't teach
you good is because the
professors and the teachers
don't know anything. They

Section 2, page 13

go to college and get an
educational degree and
they go into teaching the
next day. They've never
had any goddamned ex
p e r i e nce wit h w hat
America's about. None, so
how the hell can they teach
it?

you want?
Jarvis: Econ omic and
political freedom are
exactly the same thing. If
you can't have your money
that you earn, you're a
slave. If you can't own
property, you're a slave.
The Constitution of the
Th ey 're (school pe r United States says a
sonnel) all shitting their citizen shall be protected in
pa�ts up there. Th ey're their life, liberty and
going to have to get a big property. Not life, liberty
sh?vel and clean up all the and edu cation, f o o d
shit because we're going to stam p s, welfar e a nd
shove (Proposition) 9 right foreign aid. Propert y .
do wn their goddamned Because if you don't own
property, it's not a free
throats.
country. There's a hell of a
Daily: I've heard you say lot of people in schools who
that Proposition 9 was all don't want a free country
about freedom. Do you anymore. They just want
mean economic freedom, to mooch. They don't give
spending your money how a damn for freedom

because they don't know
anything.
Daily: Cal Poly's big
de p a r t m e n t s
are
agriculture, architec ture
and engineering. Should
they be cut?
Jarvis: That's pretty good,
agriculture. Although. a
student who goes there and
studies agriculture now is
not very bright. We've
only got about 5 percent of
the people working in
agriculture - it's not a
field. They're mechanizing
it so fast, pretty soon there
won't be any illegal aliens
in the fields. Agriculture
from a scientific· stand
point, maybe. If you know
how to weld a potato with a
carrot and get a water
melon - that is a field.
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If you're going to school,
why don "t you go for
something that there's a
good future in, so that you
can make some money and
pay your own way and get
married and buy a house
and have some kids and
pay their way? That·s the
name of the game.

Welcome to
Poly Royal

•

24 pages of th Home , Acreag , Income Property, Lots,
lndu trial, Comm rc,al Prop rty and Condominiums for sale
in San Luis Obi po County.
It' free and di tributed ev ry other aturday throughout the
county to these lo tion
• Restaurants
• Chamber of Commer e
• Transportation Facilities
• Motels
• Plu many other locations
• Food Store
!o find out about our 2-month free subscription or for other
information write to: Real Estate of San Luis Obispo County
2790 N. Main, Morro Bay, CA 93442. Or call 805/772-1207.

Eng i nee r i n g,
g o od,
however, neither one of
those fields I would go
into. We've got engineers
running out of our eyes in
this country; a lot of them
are bad engineers - we
don't have too many good
ones.
Electronics is a field: it's
going to get bigger and
bigger. Computers is a
field.

Open 8-5
Monday - Saturday
Call 544-1213
774 Palm Street
San Luis Obispo

THERE'S NO BETTER
PLACE THAN
SPRING TOYOTA IN
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Attributes:

The Creamery welcomes you to
Poly Royal and invites you to shop
and dine at the Central Coasts'
-most unique shopping center.
570 Higuera St.

San Luis Obispo

FREE PARKING

• POLY ROYAL
• THE WORLD'S #1 SELLING
IMPORT
•

• Re liable, reco nditio ne d used cars
• Low down payments-easy bank
fina ncing
• Largest , most diversifi ed parts
department in the county
• Service worth a smile
• Locally owned and staffed
GESTTOYOTADEALERSHI
':"""----THE L'\B
,�----�
ON THE CENTRAL COAST!

1144 HIGUERA

·

___.._YQYQTA

(at

Toro) SAN LUIS OBISPO

543-7001

Sell!"
"We Service What We
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Computer Center 'runs' campus
BY GREG CORNING
Daily Editorial Assistant

The glass-walled room
has a disarrayed look to it.
At one end of its 58- by 29foot space stands a row of
man-high metal cabinets,
some with arrays of lights
blinking on the front. An
assor t m e nt of o t h er
complex-looking electronic
machines is ranged along
the walls, in the middle of
the room. apparently
wherever there is a place
big enough. On the back
wall, a box with its front
cover removed contains a
colorful multitude of wires.
It is here in this room

that a service vital to the
functioning of the
university is performed.
This is the nerve center.
In this room of the Cal
Poly Computer Center
computer files hold in·
formation pertaining to
almost every phase of the
university's operation.
Information is brought
here from various offices
and departments, to be
stored, organized, worked
up into statistics and
reports.
If these computer were
to shut down ...
'•The university would
stop. I'm serious." said

Sam Dunham. a systems
s oft w ar:e
s p ecia list
(programmer) for the
center. ( oftware is a term
for the programs used in
computer operations.)
Dunham said his remark
was an exaggeration; yet
the truth is that Cal Poly
administrators rely heavily
on the Computer Center's
services.
Jill Lawrence, computer
liaison person for the
various administrativ e
Dunham said he and others
office· s operation.
"Our whole operation
depends on the Computer
Center." she said. ''We'd

THE
IN THE NETWORK

77E, HIGUERA

5.L.0., CA. q3401
(805) 54 4 -1228

"MAKE COFFEE A LITTLE MORE THAN A HABIT"

• Fresh Roasted Coffee Beans• De-catteinated Teas
• Traditional & Exotic teas • Coffee & Tea Accessories

Tortilla Flats
Patio Bar

OPEN

Gold Margaritas
A
BUCK!

•'
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be in trouble without it."
Likewise, the admissions
office, personnel office.
library, and other offices
depend on the Computer
Center.
These administra tive
departments use the
center's IBM 360/50, an
outdated but, by necessity,
still useful machine. The
360/50 processes data that
has been keypunched onto
batches of computer cards.
This means the center
must employ keypunch
opera tors a n d other
specialized personnel.
Soft w a r e
specialist
Dunham said the IBM
"batch" computer is to be
replaced in about a year.
The new system, he said,
will have terminals in
variuous administrative
offices; from these, office
personnel can process
information through the
computer without having
to walk down to the
Computer Science Building
which houses the center.
The Computer Center,
which is organized as a
service department under
the administrative side of
the u n iversity, also
provides computer services
for students �d teachers
of computer science. In
fact, four of the center's
five computer systems are
intended just for students'
and teachers' use.
"We treat (the education
role) as equally im
portant," said Dunham,
referring to the balance
between administrative
and instructional computer
services.

i
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One of t he Video on campus. Studetlls.
Display Terminals in f a c u I t y a n d ad.
the Computer Center ministrators use Ill! .1td
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From page7

and womens teams has
been lopsided, according to
Dr. Evelyn Pellation,
associate director
of
athletics.

"The coaches for the
mens' teams, in most, in
stances, were hired to
coach and then generally
given activity classes to
teach," said Pella ton.
"Coaches for the women
were not hired to coach;

I

they were hired to te2!!.
and then were gill:
coaching responsibility,
she said. "They did 1iX
have enough time �
recruit athletes."
The situation hu
changed now with Ill
hiring of Mike Wtltl.il
Marilyn Mc T eiI and Lam
Harter, whose prlma!J
responsibilities are io
coach and recruit wom
athletes, said Pellaton.

LOUISA'S
PLACE

HOMEMADE
SPECIALTIES
FEATURING

Omelettes, Pita Sandwiches, biscuits
Garden fresh Fruits & Vegetables

LIVE MUSIC

Happy Hour
Prices
• Apetizers •

April 25 & 26, 1

• The Twins• Terrie & PJ
• Mark & Wally• True Grits
• Avanti • Mark Welch
OPEN

Fri., Sa t., & Sun.
Afternoon
at 4:00

TORTILLA FLATS. .in the CREAMERY

BREAK·FAST. LUNCH
& DINNER
Enjoy our specialties at our new
addition to hometown atmosp�erel
LOUISA'S PLACE
214 Madonna Rd.
S.L.O. in the Royal Oak Inn
543-7050

ORIGINAL LOUISA'S PLACE
964 Higuera St.
S.L.O.
541-0227
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He's flipped about discs
BY JAY ALLING
Daily Co-Editor

Dave Gregory may be an electrical
� major but he likes to think
a1mmeelf as a counselor.
A counselor of the airwaves. a
21 aring voice on AM Band 14.40,
� said he listens to gripes and
� of teenagers during his rock
�- He said some call to relate
� experiences they're afraid to
iellothers - such as a rape or beating 1D11101De are just lonely.
Some people will call up and ask me
'
� they should do,·' said the DJ.
Sometimes young women fans go as
far as sending addresses and phone
bers of where they can be r eached,
!lid Gregory. One letter eontained a
� of its sender, another smudged

.

�
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flus is what Gregory said makes his
� at KSLY in San Luis Obispo
jerarding. It is, he said, the best of two
tnrlds - being a disc jockey. which he's
ways hoped for, and helping people,
"ch he delights in. Not only that, the
ey admitted, getting paid to do that
.a dream come true.
..11ow long have I wanted to do this?
[\l!I' since I was about five years old
I had an old turntable and amJffier... ,'' Gregory remembered about
set-up he used for playing '' disc
L •• with a five-year-old neighbor.
Gregory said h(s audience now con
i:mostly of high schoolers.
You get all the groupies calling up:
. Dave? Aie you married? ... Oh,
� we can still be - good friends,"'
rniled Gregory, who said his wife
�bie takes it all with a grain of salt.
At 23, Gregory is the only college
$Udent working at KSLY·. He began in
!!luary, 1978 as part of what he called
Sunday morning "God squad." The
jockey spread The Word from 7
111 to 9 a.m. after he'd been cueing
midnight.

smce
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"From seven to nine you had to be up
again - like you were a fresh DJ.'' said
Gregory, who also worked the
graveyard shift Saturday morning.
Gregory· s first job as a DJ was doing
religious programming in 1974 at
· Lompoc Station KNEZ. He worked
there through the summer of 1977 when
he transf�red from Hancock College to
Cal Poly. On weekends he would make
the 50-mile trek to Lompoc for the
morning broadcasts then head back to
his room in the dorms.
In the fall he moved to Lompoc. But
three months later, in January.1979, he
again made the 50-mile route to his new
job at KSLY.
Gregory moved to San Luis Obispo
last summer but admitted he doesn't
know where he'll be after graduation.
.. I really like it here," but, said
Gregory, ''The future is really a big
question.''
For now. the engineering student is
content to be a weekend DJ and one of
two on-call maintainence workers at
KSLY.
"I'm just myself. tt he said.
For Gregory, part of being himself
means letting listeners talk to him.
Later in the same shift one traveling
listener commented:
11
I just happened to be truckin · down
the highway and turned you on, and
what in the hell afe you guys playing?''
Gregory didn't seem to mind the
remark and continued to chat with the
caller about a new Eric Clapton album.
A woman listener also called to ask
him out. But the student DJ politely
told her he was married, thanked her for
the invitation and discussed the
meaning of love.

'

of fil m s
A variety
feat uring
Cal
Poly's
history and past Cal Poly
ex tension course offerings
will be shown from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on both days of
Poly Royal in Room 201 of
Science 1orth.
Films will include The
21st
Question,
a slide
sound presentation on Cal
Poly's growth since its
founding in 1901. and
motion picture highlights
from the 1979-80 season of
Cal Poly's footbalJ team.
Also shown will be Tut.
the Boy King. a film on the
life of the famous Egyptian
pharoah, and Time uf Your

Life.

Continental Cuisine Vegetarian Specialties
Omelettes Crepes
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Saturday
Mon-Sat
Wed-Sun
7-11

11-2:30

5:30-9:30

Sunday Champagne Brunch 7-2:30

This shift was typical, Gregory said,
as he prepared to leave. Meanwhile, he
slipped his fmal song of the shift onto
the turntable and signed off.

''good food, personal service,
charming atmosphere

"So this is Dave and I'll probably be
seeing you again Saturday morning.'·

E PO Y ROYAL 1980
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UNIVERSITY. SQUARE MERCHANTS
for all your shopping needs

Bank of America
Rileys Fashion Store
Williams Brothers Grocery
Ogden's Stationers
Hurley's Ph<;umacy
Bearre Realty
TAB-Technical Art & BOokstore_

McMahon's Furniture
Bridle & Saddle Western StOre
University Square Barbershop
Baskin Robbins ice-cream
Kinney's Shoes
Calendar Girl Figure Salon.
San Luis Cleaners

... University Square Shopping Center
located on Foothill Blvd., between Chorro
& Highway One-just two blocks from Cal Poly
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STUDENT
DINING ROOMS

Relaxed fine dining. Dinner reservations Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
recommended. Open Friday, April 25, 11 am Located southwest of El Corral Bookstore.
to 9 pm, Saturday, April 26, 9 am to 8 pm and Stop by and enjoy a complete meal served
Sunday, April 27, 9 am to 8 pm. Located on cafeteria style In the active atmosphere of
campus near the Grand Avenue entrance and campus life. Friday: Breakfast 6:30 am to 9:30
close to the resident halls. Relax and let Cal am, Lunch 10:30 am to 1:30 pm, Dinner 4:30
Poly students serve you in this delightful pm to 7 pm. Saturday: Breakfast 8 am to 9
restaurant with a breathtaking view of the am, Lunch 10:30 am to 1:30 pm, Dinner 4 pm
city.
to 7 pm. Sunday: Breakfast 10 am to noon,
Lunch 12:15 pm to 2 pm, Dinner 4 pm to 7 pm.

Open Friday and Saturday, April 25 and 26,
8 am to 5 pm Located across from the Main
Gym. Service includes breakfast specials
priced at $2.00, served until 10:30 am; lunch
from 10:30. Luncheon specials are: Ham
sandwich on wheat bread and tossed green
salad-$1.35; Hot entree, vegetable, roll,
small milk and tossed green salad or pie or
cake-$2.25; Baked potato with choice of
topping-$.40. The Snack Bar serves the
widest variety of food on campus.

Open Friday, April 25, 11 am to 10 pm and
Saturday April 26, 10 am to 5 pm. Located m
the McPhee University Union Building across
from the Burger Bar and recreation room
Come In and travel back to the 'good old
days' of the roaring 20's. Ice cream sundaes.
malts, shakes and hand-dipped cones
nostalgically delicious and different.
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Open Friday, April 25, 10 am to midnight and
Saturday, April 26, 10 am through 1 am
Sunday. WIii re-open Sunday, April 27, noon
through 11 pm. Located next to the
recreation room on the first floor of the
McPhee University Union Building. The
Burger Bar offers a variety of sandwiches,
salads and desserts. For quick service and
excellent foods, build a burger and much,
much more.
•

•

•
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Open Friday, April 25, from 7 am to 5 pm.
Lcated on the first floor of the Library and
easily accessible from all lower campus
buildings. A great place for a snack or meal.
Vending machines serve coffee, tea, snacks,
soft drinks, fresh fruits, hamburgers and
more. A microwave oven heats your food In
seconds
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Open Friday and Saturday, April 25 and 26,
Barn to 2pm. Located across from the
northwest corner ot El Corral B ookstore.
This facility offers a cake donut and coffee
special at 20¢ during open hours. Lunch
served from 10:30am. Luncheon special
Includes hot ham & swiss cheese sandwich
on rye with potato salad-$2.00. Other menu
selections include a variety of hot and cold
deli sandwiches and salads.
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Individual students have different mea
needs, and surveys show that students f.• ,11:r,.,
to have a choice of eating atmospheres. o
economical meal plans are available
otter unique flexibiity of food choices, a·
mosphere and methods of payment. Mea:
Plan Cards are honored at four eating areas
i-.;..,....
on campus.
FULL DETAILS OF OUR MEAL PLANS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE FOOD SERVICE OFFICE
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VISTA GRANDE RESTAURANT
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POLY ROYAL BUFFET

Saturday, April 26

Sunday, April 27

9 a.m. 'til 8 p.m.

9 a.m. 'til 3 p.m.
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lhnic. admissions

Subculture identity
preserved

otequal
BY MELISSA HILTON

BY DEBORAH TUCKER

Daily Staff Writer

y 8 percent of Cal Poly
ts belong to an ethnic
rity group-that's not
. say i1droinistrators here
in the California State
Col leges
rversity an d
t,:JCfllor's office.
!iinority student represen·
and concerned faculty on
. --•agree.
numbers dictate that
have to change," said Dr.
J.i Sanchez, Cal Poly ethnic
coordinator.
ereas 31 percent of
's population in 1979
minorities, there are only
"I personally feel that simply
)lacks, 500 Hispanics and
Asian-Americans on cam· because a student is a minority,
according to published he should be given points," said
Sanchez, adding that culturally
Poly is formulating a different backgrounds and
t affirmative action plan, homelife make it hard for a
�c goals and timetables minority to perform as well as he
, .•.,, .... .,.,yet been set.
might when the system and tests
al campuses in the are geared toward whites.
c have also proposed
None of the system's 19
a question on race to campuses has a representative
admission applications, number of minority students.
?
II Brown, Cal Poly's But, according to Brown, Cal
f s dents. Brown has sent Poly has a special problem
request to President because it is impacted; it does
not have enough room for all the
CSUC campu ses are qualified students who apply.
to determine admission
So Cal Poly fills its spaces with
y on the basis of the the applicants who have the
t's grade point average highest grades and scores out of
national aptitude test all the students with scores high
ere is nothing on the enough for admission into a
·on that gives any hint CSUC university.
!i.hnic background. It has
"There's probably a lot of
a comm on claim of minorities who are between our
�:ies that aptitude tests lowest cutoff line and the
use are culturally biased m1n1mum state stan dards,
lllb1.,"" the white middle-class.
though that's only an assump·
. have turned away 3.8 tion on our part," said Jerald
dents," said Leonard Holley, director of admissions at
• acting student af• Cal Poly. "They would be ac
· action coordinator and ceptable for admission at almost
the Relations with any other campus in the
program. "What I think system."
11ri.w1g the minority student
The proposal to add a question
a.. T (Scholastic Aptitude about race or ethnicity to ap·
"
plication forms would let the

Dally Staff Writer

,

ornia·

admissions office con sider
minority status as well as grades
and test scores in its selection
process. Then more regularly
admissible minority students
might get into Cal Poly.
Two-thirds of Cal Poly' s
minority students were admitted
on the basis of high grades and
test scores. The remaining third
were enrolled through the
Educational
O pp o r t u n i t y
Program-a scheme that allows
admittance of disadvantaged
students whose scores are not
high enough to make them
eligible for admission in the
CSUC system.
"The major ity of disad·
vantaged people, of low-income
people, are minorities," said
Armando Pezo-Silva, acting
director of Cal Poly's EOP
program.
Out of 534 EOP students last
year, 136 where white or
unidentified, 130 were black, and
179 were Mexican· American.
The EOP admissions process
inter v i ews,
i n cl u d e s
autobiographies, and letters of
recommendation. Self-confiden·
ce, motivation, family history,
school programs, poverty, and
ethnic background are con·
sidered.
"In EOP we look at in·

acuity claim discrimination
BY MARYANN
GILPATRICK
DaUy Staff Writer

ion s
on
facu lty
lt:iin· iation in promotion and
are as different as
d bite.
Studies Department
David Sanchez said Cal
discrim inates agains t
11n:.i.·... just as the rest of

seen no evidence of
g the case," said
helton, director of
relations.
said that because
minorities have different
1 background s than
lftOII.�, their system of
is different. As a result,
s of the world differ
majority and their
tyles reflect those
differences are what
tb.e conflicts," said
members of the
..
y
make up teaching
-;_ standards. Because
y
professors
have
teecbing styles, they
those standards.
said "different" is
u ..less" in majori ty

He gave the example of a
"young, bright" Chicano Ph.D.
in the history department.
About six years ago, the man
taught at Cal Poly. Faculty
retention committee members
voted down his reappointment.
Part of the committee report
read, "We are disappointed with
the quality of Guerra's teaching.
He is not now performing, nor
will he likely perform at the level
acceptable to this department."
The young professor has since
become the head of a department
at another university.

does not allow discrimination."
Taking a middle-of-the-road
position on discrimination was
Affirmative Action Coordinator
Smiley Wilkins. Because Cal
Poly is undergoing a routine,
bienni al affirm ative action
complianc e review by the
Department of Labor, Wilkins
would not take a d efinite
Cal
Poly
on
p o si t i on
discrimination.

"We work to make sure we
don't have overt discrimination
as far as we can tell," Wilkins
said. "We have not made the
in
teaching amount of progress we• d like to
Differences
make-we are striving to make
methods should be accepted,
more."
Sanchez asserted.
Wilkins travels statewide to
"I think our-students are being
cheated because we're not really recru it wome n and ethnic
paying attention to all the minorities to apply for faculty
knowledge available," he said.
positions. He said he also tries to
Shelton had nothing but good ensure job candidates aren't
things to say about Cal Poly's screened out of the applicant
pool because of their race or sex.
affirmative action program.
Once minorities are appointed,
"Equal opportunity is ex·
Wilkins makes sure they are
tended for all," he said.
employed at "the appropriate
Although there is a wide
level with their experience."
variety of individual differences
throughout the faculty, Sheldon
Though Wilkins could not say
said he didn't think ethnic discrimination existed, he did
background or sex reduced say part of his job is to in·
chanc es for promotion or f o r ma l l y co uns e l f a c u l ty
retention.
members with discrimination
Said Shelton, "This university r elated problems.

dividuals," Pezo-Silva said.
Disadvantaged
teenagers
often have to work instead of
studying, are not encouraged to
consider college by their
counselors or parents, and are
not aware of the technical
professions, Pezo·Silva said.
This makes them unprepared for
regular admission to Cal Poly,
even though they may have the
T)()tential to succeed.

The EOP program does not
just identify and admit dissd·
vantaged students; it also tutors
and counsels them, arranges
financial aid, and helps place
them in jobs or graduate schools.
"Usually, EOP students finish
the first year with low GPAs,
but gradually, over the years,
they increase," Pezo-Silva said,
adding, "They're extremely
successful. Even though the
students do not meet the regular
entrance requirements, they're
perf orm in g a s w e l l and
graduating at the same rate as
the other students.''
But Cal Poly is having trouble
recruiting minority students for
both EOP and regular ad·
missions.
"A lot of minority students at
this point are not yet aware of
the more technical fields, so it's
more difficult to recruit," Pezo
Silva said.

"And Cal Poly has an image of
being a very good school, a
class
white, u pper-middle
school...conservative and not too
tolerant of the differences."
A pilot program to recruit
minority students for regular
admissions is in its second year.
Gonzales and teams of Cal Poly
minority students have been
visiting high s chool s and
community colleges with high
minority populations-schools
that rarely send students to Cal
Poly.
See Admission, page 6
.

The majority of the ethnic
clubs at Cal Poly are designed to
provide a social atmosphere for
their members, to evoke pride in
their specific ethnic heritage and
to create public awareness of the
group in society, accordin g to
leaders of minority groups on
campus.
"Our club helps us to be
culturally aware of ourselves,"
said Chi Wai, president of the
Chinese Students Association.
"We provide a group of people
that Chinese students can
identify with."
The group sponsors numerous
activities throughout the year,
including a banquet and show
during Chinese New Year and
performances of the lion dance
for members of the community.
The lion dance . is a dance of
celebration or blessing that is
done by the club's lion d ance
team, the only such team �e
state.
A goal of the club, founded in
the '50s, is to reach out to other
minority clubs on campus. Wai
said he felt this was necessary to
prevent the clubs from being
"islands to themselves."
Tomo Dachi Kai, a club for
Japanese students, is "basically
a social group'• according to
Doug Teraoka, acting president
of the club. "It gives members a
base for social events and
recreation."
He added the club often at·
tends softball games, goes
r o ller ska ting
and
p l a ys
basketball with other ethnic
clubs. They also sponsored a
volleyball tournament last fall.
"We like to make our members
feel as comfortable as possible,"
Teraoka said.
Another minority club on
campus is M.E.CH.A. It is a
national organization designed
for the betterment of Chicanos,
according to Dr. David Sanchez,
the club's adviser. He stressed
that it is important that
Chicanos on campus be made to
feel they have a place here or a
sense of "familia." The group is
designed to provide this and to
stimulate brotherhood, be said.
M.E.CH.A. began in the fall of
1967 and incurred a number of
n a me and o r ganiz a t i o n a l
changes. M.E.CH.A. stands for
movi.miento estudiantial Chicano
do Aztlan, or the Chicano
student movement.

see Cultures, page 6
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POLY ROYAL 1980 SPECIAL EVENTS

EVENT

- w
• ports Demo
p.jly Interc ollegiate Rodeo

Airstrip

LOCATION

TIME

Fri. 11 a.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Horse Unit Arena

NRM Greenhouse
Collet Arena

Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 7 p.m.
Sat. I p.m.

Mustang Field
Mustang Stadium
Mustang Stadium

Fri. 2:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sat. l a.m.

Lower Gym Field

Sat. 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

Rifle Range/Air Hanger

Fri. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Fri. noon-I p.m.
Sat. noon-I p.m.

Crandall Gym

English Building
Math and Home Ee. Bldg
Little Theater

Fri. 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

Chumash

Fri. 2:30·4 p.m.

English Bldg. Lawn
U.U. Plaza
U.U. Plaza
Chumash
Chumash
Music Bldg. 218

Fri. and at. noon-3 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m.
Sat. 10·30 a.m.-noon
Sat. noon
Sat. 3 p.m.
Fri. 2 p.m.·3:30 p.m.

Library Lawn

Fri. 11 a.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.
Sat. 8 p.m.

Main Gym

Sierra Madre

Fri. 7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.

Poly Grove
�usic Bldg. Lawn
Bldg. 20 Lawn

Sat. 11 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Sa.m.-10 a.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Little Theater

CLUB

Mustang Daily

Fri. 7 p.m.·Jl p.m.
Sat. noon-4 p.m.

DEPARTMENTAL EXHIBITS
TITLE

LOF AGRICULTURE
· Welding Society
Exhibit
:adiural Engineers
Exhibit

il!ltaral Management
Science

58

H Pkg.Lot
08: Shop 3
10:200-204

Agricultural Management
in Transition
Boots and Spurs
Crops and Equipment

Ag: 100
HllPkg. Lot
10: 124-12
F.P.:103
24: 106-113

Educational Milk Display
Developments in the Food
Processing Industry
Exhibit
SA I FD Floral Design Exhibit

Processing Club

BLDG. AND ROOM

09: hop 6
48: Lab A
• Plant. Shop
52: A8-12
Green Hou e

Soils Use and Misu e.Pa t
\\'e've Blos om d Over
the Years

gconomic Knowl dge
ICATIVE ARTS AND HUMA ITIE
Recognition

•

02: 113

12: 105
Vestible
U. . Galeri >
Designer-Craft E hibition
Decade of Achievement
Sandwich Plant
Decade of Achievement
Sandwich Plant
Decade of Achievement
Sandwich Plant
Exhibit
26: 204. 209-211.
218-221. 301·305
Journalism ·s Endles Journey 26:226-22 • 203
Display
u.u. 209
Historic Keyboard
45: Foyer
Instrument Exhibit
D ade of Achievement
Sandwich Plant
" Communication
Decade of Achievement
Sandwich Plant
LOF ENGi EERING AND TECHNOLOGY
Exhibit
04:All
26:103.110
Robotics: Stepping into
the Future
Technology
21: 011. 13.132-135
Oh.play
Engineering
Exhibit
2:40
Jof Manun.cturing
Tour
36: All Room�
LOF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND EDUCATIO
CAHPER Obstacle Cour e
Display

Main Gym Lawn

Main Gym Lawn

_A. DSCIE CESCHOOLCOUNCIL
Chemical Society
Department
Department

, Department
' Space Program

Magic
Display
Display •

52: 8-5, D and E Wing
33: 4th Floor
33: 351-354. 356-359.
386-389, 391-396
33: 251-261, 2�5-292
52: E-26

Display
Cal Poly Space Program

I

GENERAL EXHIBIT
TITLE

A Look at Agriculture
Christian Fellowship

A alute to Agriculture:
Ye�terday and Today
Fish for Today
AMA-Marketing Today

Engineering for 'Doday

From Health to Eternity

BLDG. AND ROOM

Hl0 Pkg.Lot
Library Lawn

24: E Rd.

33:251
02: 113

12:20. 101. 126

05: 226

Section 3, page 3

CLUB

TITLE

CLUB

GENERAL CONCESSIONS

BLDG. AND ROOM

Architectural Engineering Club Don't Hold Your Breath
21: 'Lawn
ASI Outings
Outdoor Adventure Slide
U.U. 220
Show
ASI Outings Committee
Outings Outdoor
01: E Lawn
Equipment Show
Associatfon of Computing _
Computer Exhibits
04:201,i46.252.255,256
Machinery
Associated Students. Inc.
Ag Circle
Running for the Future
Audio Engineering
Sound System Display/ Audio
Clinic
20: 139.140
Black Architectural Student
05: Patio
A s ociation
Cal Poly Amatuer
The Wireless to 1 0ow
EE: 122A
Radio Club
Cal Poly Sailing Club
Over The Ocean Blue
Cal Poly Sport!-; Car Club
Rapid Transit Through Time 26: Lawn
Campus Hunger Coalition
\\' odd Hunger
52:Plaza
Child Development Club
A Human Experience
H.E.: 125
Christian cience
Christian ience
52: .. Lawn
Organization
Concerned Christians
Good Food for the
52: Plaza
Abundant Life
Council for Exceptional
If You ould Se 1e low
02: 211.212
Children
Craft Center
Crafty
.U. Craft Center
Debate Team
hautauqua-An merican
22: Lawn
Eatchwork
besign Village Conferenct.�
Here and 'ow...
Poly Can on
A ·ewldentit,r
Disabled tudenl ervices
DLabled tudent
U.U. Plaza
erYices Booth
En,ironmental Science and
Air and \\'ater
20: 10
Engineering Club
Pollution Display
Films Committee
Cartoons For Kiddies
E27
Hebrew Christian Fellow�hip
.Fellowship
38: S Lawn
Jshm
Hybrid �ti<.'roeh'ctronic
20:106
Display
Institute of Electrical
IEEE1'oday
20: 115, 13:l, 134. 146
and Electronic Engineers
Intervarsity Christian
42: Lawn
Fellowship
Lambda Chi Alpha
Blood Pressure Booth
22: Lawn
Library
Through the Pagt,)�
Library
of CaJ Poly
'
Music Department
Continuous Musical
44:it
Ensembles
tuslim tudents Association
Underst.anding I lam
u . . 216
aturaJ Resources Management Club Resource R�·reation
H 1 Green House
Panhellenic Council
Greeks Today
Library Lawn
Philipino Cultural Exchange
The 'ipa Hut
20: l Lawn
Poly Goats F-our \\.'heel
Driving Our Way
H Pkg. Lot
Drive Club
Recreation Admini tration
Up. Up and Away
Club
Recreat.ion and Tournament
45: 1 Lawn
'cw Games Festival
3 : E Lawn
Rose Parade. Float Club
Through the Years
Rose Parade Float Club
'80 Float
3 : E Lawn
24. 1-: Pkg. Lot
Hose Float
Rose Parade Float Committee
SCARAB
ARAB E ·hibit
05: 1iddle
1-..:\V Patio
Design Your D tiny
School of Arch and Edes
\\
nmpus Plaza
1 nformation Center
School of rch and Ede
05:225
Multi- 1edia: Image
chool of Arch and Ede
in Time
02: 114
Busines in t,;h" Os
ociety for Advancement
of Management
0 :Lab
Engineering 1 0w
Society of Civil Engineers
u. . 219
To ervc You
tudtnt Community Servic·e ·
52. � La"' n
\\'hat the Health i Going
Student Health Advh,ory
( n?
Council
l•l� I.awn
E,ngine rs no It
Tau Beta Pi
•t Clinic
Veterinary Clinic
Veterinar)r Science lub
f>2: /\03
Ve�rinary Scien<.'e Exhihit
Veterinary Science Club
fl2:·A04
nimals
Veterinary Science Club
1
U.U. Plaza
Information Booth
\\'.0.\\ .

Accounting Club
•
Ag Forum
AIAA and Aero D pt.
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Gamma Rho
Alpha Omega Fello'";hip
American Home Economics
Assoc.
American Societ)' of Landscape
Arch
Arch Engineering Club
A AIA
Biology Department
Cai sa Che!,s Club
Cal Poly Childrens'
Center Parenls• Club
Cal Poly Ski Club
Cal Poly Wildlife Club
Child Development
Construction pecification
Institute
Cutting & Reining Club
De ign Village Conference
Ecology Action Club
Engineering and Technology
Council
Hunger Coalition
lntervarsity Chri tian
Fellowship
Met Pica Pi
Math Club
Phi Kappa Psi
Poly Pyrotechnics
Rose Parade Float Club

Sequoia Hall
chool of Busines. Council
ociety of Automotive
Engineers
. ociety of \\.'omen Engineers
Teneya Hall
Women in Environmental
De ign

TITLE

Haunted House
Plant.s and . hirLs
kyline nacks
AGH
AG R Extraval{,rn7.a
Books
AHE.A Dough Ornanwnb

LARCH T-Shirts

Don't Hold Your Breath
T'
Bumps
ienc�
Simultaneou� Ch� . Exhibit
Children Ar• Our Future

LOCATION

Mustang Lounge
H 10 Pkg. LoL
Aero Hanger
Airstrip
Ag Circle
Library Lawn
38: E Lawn

14: W Lawn

21: 'l..awn
Arch Gallery
33: Foyer
14: \\' Patio
3": t-; Lawn

21:

1

J.,a�n

• ki Club
Art. & Photos
Face Painting
• pace. Time Cal Poly

3 : \\ Lawn
05: S\\ Lawn

Hunger Coalition
Books

52 Plaza
Main Gym Lav.'ll

Photo on Horseback
Sou enir.
Ecology Action Club
hirts

Graphics
Biorythyms
Old-Fashioned Photos
Poly Pyrotechnics
Hats.Patches. Buttons.
and Cards
�hirt Booth
Business
Baja 500

Get Mugged
Tcnaya · T-Toppers
Out Looks m Color

22: S Lawn

10: SW Lawn

Poly Canyon
Lib. E Rd.
20: Lawn

26:211
38:202
Library Lawn
Firehouse Lawn
38: E Lawn
Library Lawn
02:E Lawn
Air Lrip

Library Lawn
20;, Lawn
Library Lawn

Mustang Daily
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Oil greed th ea
The fi ·herman and the boy u.'alked
,;;lowly along the desserted A-forro Bay
waterfront. The man wrinkled up his
nose and took a sniff of the air.
It had a putrid taint to it. Not what it
used to be like. he thought.
Turning his head toward the shore,

the man pointed to the wildlife sanc
tuary where the birds used to riest. The
bov looked, but was distracted by a sh·l�
bfuck ma s lying a few feet away. A
dead bird.
The fi. herman shielded his eyes from
the U'ater's reflection, and sighted the

spot where his fishing boat used to be

berthed. Tall metal towers broke up the

horizon, forming a backdrop for .Aforro
Rock. The water had a black sheen. Oil.

Commentary by Andrew Jowers
Poly Royel Co-Editor

By the time you 're marking Poly
Royal 1982 on your calendar, this scene
could be typical of much of the San Luis
Obispo County coastline.
The U.S. Department of the Interior
has plans to lease large areas of our
coast for off-shore oil production.
Known as Lease Sale 53, the tract st retches from Point Conception to the
Oregon border. The section that would
most affec t us, known as the Santa
Maria Basin, includes 115 nine-square
mile tracts, each of which would be
leased separately to oil companies.
If lea ed, we'll see drilling platforms- •
similar to those off Santa ·Barbara and

prefabricated building mat erials.pipes
a nd other industrial supplies.
-marine terminals with processing
and storage facilities� similar to those at
Avila Beach and Estero Bay. The Santa
Maria River mouth is one proposed site.
-additional harbor and warehouse
space for drilling operations.

m Morr o
Carpenter.ia-stretch'mg fro
Oro �t ate
Bay' down along �1on tana De
Pismo
Park, around Point Buchon to

Beach.

span 30
The off-shore project would

supPly of
years and give the country a
s.
oil that would last a whole 23 day
ly excludes
Of course, this 23-d ay supp
make it to base
the oil that doesn't
expect st
feaeral officials S!Y �e can
over 1, 000
least two major oil spills of
ss than
barrels and 100 to 145 spills of le
t of the
000 barrels. (The Departmen
nology
I�tenor admits there is no tech
to 6 feet
for SP,ill cleanup in seas over 4
both
or in winds over eight knots. .
the
common off our coast. What fun m

Lease sale proponents say the project
will provide needed jobs here, but most
will be filled by imported workers from
the oil companies. Not only :will this
influx strain housing, wa ter and sewer
services, it will add little to the local tax
base-once built, the platforms need
little man-power. Also, since the
platforms are outside local jurisdiction,
local governments cannot tax the oil.
Far from helping the county finan
cially, oil drilling wouJd hurt the t ourist
trade on which about 4 0 percent. of the
county depends. Seven million people
visitoo our coast last year-how many
will return to D.orn's to eat imported
clam chowder and watch the oil roll in?

e
Other ways in which the rsourc
hungry federal gove�ent_ an� Big Oil
plan lo ruin San Lws Obispa s roc�y
shores, white beaches and nch sea bfe
include:
-seven to 23 platforms visible from
the shore, some as close as three miles.
Each would contain not one, but 3 0 to
80 wells drilled at angles away from the
platform.
-a 25 percent to 50 percent increase
in air pol1ution . .-The incre ased
hydrocarbons would result in an oxidant
level of 0.18 parts per milion. (The
national st andard is 0.12). The county
barely meets federal air quality stan�
dards now, and may have to' limit
growth and lose federal money if these
standards are exceeded. Not to mention
the stink.
e

Finally. there is the argument that we

have no choice but to drill, that we
simply need the oil. What we really
need, if we're to hope for any long-range
solutions, is energy conservation and a
more respectful attitude toward the
environment.
The group formed spPCifica:Iy to fight
Lease Sale 53 is the C •niral California
Coastal Coalition. which can be reached
at 544-1777 and 544-0647. Help them
donate time, donate money.
There is a public hearing on the highly
inadequate draft environmental impact
report made up by the Bureau of Land
Management . It is scheduled for 8 a.m.
in the Cuesta College auditorium, June
27. Be t here.

-a 15-acre support base at Port San
Luis or along the Morro Bay Em
barcadero. This would be used to store
heavy machinery, cranes, towers.,
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All Merchandise Is First Quality!

No 2nds!

Everything-ls Discounted
!

• DRESSES• BLOUSES• BLUE
JEANS
•PANTS• 14 KARAT JEWEL
RY

DISCOUNT CLOTHING FOR WOME N

WHOLESALE PRICES

746 HIGUERA ST., NO. 3 MISSION
MALL
San Luis Obispo 543-3 700

PASO ROBLES
238�6710

Lined area shows the Santa Ma· :.we
Basin. It contains 115 n·ne-squ .. .t
mile tracts that may be leasea --·
oil companies in 1981. The bask t;
estimated to have the high: -�
potential oil yield of all Lease Sa: · en
53, which extends from Pa !tlu
Conception to the Oregon borde- b

Workers fight county trash
BY SHIRLEY HOWELL

F'ree. deH ve� w rt\.\

'�w

•
•
•

Many people who live in
San Luis Obispo County
say t he beauty of the
countryside, is one of the
main reasons they live on
the Central Coast.
What a lot of people
don't realize, however. is
this
b eauty
canno t
maintain itself as the
area's population expands.
That is where ECOSLO
comes in. A non·profit
corpo ratio n,
the
En
vironmental Center on
Palm Street in San Luis
Obispo exist s for the
purpose of preserving and
uncluttering the county's
natural
riches.
By
providing services that
range from recycling Lo
organized clean-up crews
for d e-tra shin g area s,

ECOSLO is ! as recycler
Greg Brickman puts it, "a
real asset to the com
munity:·
Judy Neuhauser, former
for
o f fi c e m a n a ger
ECOSLO, said if was
formed in 1971 by two
concerned citizens-Dirk
and Bonnie \Valters-and
Richard Krejsa, a biology
instructor at Cal Poly and
rec,e ntly retired member of
the coun t y Board of
Supervisors.
Although the group
b egan as a centrally
located distribution center
for en vironmental in
formation in the county, it
soon blossomed into much
more, Neuhauser said.
E CO S L O
T o d a y,
o r g an i z e s co mm unity
environmental projects,
initiates and supports

,J "
:U,

�c

legislation to prot.ec� I
environment, prorid£-S
switchboard se�

other groups such as _anc
Sierra Club and Audt tn
Societ y, offers freetalb ::ties
conservation, and sup · P,
201
its members with m
newsletters and a I
library.
As an example of
services the group ext
Neuhauser told of a t
clean-up outing ECO
participated in r
with the Cal Poly 1
Act ion Club and
Conservation Council
Alan Hancock Coileg! :n
Santa Maria. On a
third mile strip of
near Avila Beach.
ce:
volunteers collect�
1
barrels of glass !600- San
ttidle
See ECOSL0, page . rec

San Luis· Obispo's
HELPFUL Camera Store ,.
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are creatures battle extinetion
sYSUSANMEE
DdY Stall Writer

Luis Obispo County
� endangered and
ed species than
· IJ(her area of com
size in the world,
-ding to Doug!as
. n. conservation
at Cal Poly.

Al

. dson named seven
that are currently
· threatened list: the
, !IOse leopard lizard,
· Joaquin kit fox,
�orro Bay kangaroo
peregrine falcon,
ilifornia condor, the
�-..�seaotter,and the
!Jgle. Of all these
,,. Donaldson said
)fifornia condor was
· ·t likely candidate
�ion.
·ire

are less than 30
, in California. And
are not seen too
., tly, mostly in
California, " said
n.

· the condor is
!'Jed, the other six
r----A. are threatened.
' ·on emphasized
is a difference.
is right on
. . zge of extinction.
a5i: . is a species
h1g 1 ,till fair in numbers.
se Sa, environment wor·
P 1 threatened species
becom e
e n·
:d," he said.
· on said the main
·,[:lligen�

cause of species being
threatened and endangered
was urbanization and
agricultural development.

"T he San Joaquin
Valley, for example, is now
all cottonfields and other
agriculture. This is not a
good environment for the
kit fox,'· said Donaldson.

•

/

While urbanization and
agriculture are reasons for
the depletion of the
animals, Don aldson
that
p o i nte d
out
overhunting anq climate
changes do not effect the
species.
"Overhunting is blown
out of proportion. Very few
species are extinct because
of this," he said.
The California Depart·
ment of Fish and Game,
along w i th national
agencies, are monitoring
the threatened and en
dangered species. San Luis
Obispo County also has a
general plan for con
serva t i o n. Donaldson
mentioned such aspects as
restrictions on develop·
ment in critical habitats as
one of the ideas for con
servation.

Drawing by Paul Martini

Perhaps one of the most
succesful programs in
volves captive breeding.
This program was done
succe s f u l l y w ith the
Peregeme Falcon, and may
soon be tried with the
California Condor.

But Donaldson spoke of
a problem with the Condor
and the idea of captive
breeding.
"The Condor only lays
one egg every other year,
and that's not until they
are five or six years old. If
you figure that_ we have
about 30 condors 1n

ECOSLO also has a deal
with restaurants and bars
in town, such as the
Darkroom, The Spindle
and This Old House, to
pick up their bottles and
cans.
However, the center is
also used as the central
drop-off point for materials
collected from other points
where
in the county
they empty large drums
that are set. out to collect
glass, aluminum and
newspapers.
But of the Prado Road
location, McClanahan said,
"We also accept motor oil,
scrap a l u min u m and
cardboard."
Brickman said that if it
had more room, the center
could expand its collec
tibles to items such as

refrigerators, wood scraps
and larger pieces of scrap
metal.
When asked why the city
can.not donate more space,
Brickman answered, "The
city would be conducive to
giving us more space if we
had the image."
McClanahan added, "We
also nee&-a change of at
titude from the City
Council and from the
community.··
The two recyclers ex
plained that the council
didn't seem to view the
center as being very im
portant, and had given
them feedback about being
"unsightly.··
To better their image,
Brickman said, "We need
publicity. Most people
don't know we exist...

OSLO----�

and five barrels of
trash.
such as this
Ssible
by dues
suD!lllll!!lO
200 members and
. students' mem
,- pay for putting
the
mon thly
," she said of the
charged student
rece� "The rest pays
1150 a-month rent
ne.
a major con
on
the
to
· 's survival and
ty's uncluttered
the group'
center on Prado
1
1600- San Luis Obispo,
�es bottles, cans
page recyclables.

e

Outd
oors

California, and half of
those are female, then you
are talking about a small
percentage of birds that
lay eggs" said Donaldson.
Whatever the chance of
su c ce s s, the captive
breeding program may be
the last· chance for the
condor.

"It doesn't, look too good
for them otherwise. But we
don't know for sure if they
will breed in captivity, .. he
said.
Donaldson said it is
important to remember
that extinction is the rule,
not the exception.
Ma n y conserva t i o n

experts are fearful that
species extinctions are an
'environmental barometer'
In
said Do n aldson.
essense, if we are wiping
out certain species, we
might be soon wiping out
the human race.
Said Donaldson, ··1t, has
an element of truth in it...

Ship is your Classroom
World is your Campus
ll'1l-skr of cn.'dit. 'ponsorvd b_, l hr
Boulch•r. Sail from
• •'\·11. S..•ptrmht•r 7. 191!0 t<> thr
�1hea.,l Asia. India. E�ypl.
rl
aali and the Mediterran�an. \1nn•
IH it, coursc>s. with 111-po,t und
le-d emphasis. P;icult�· an• from
1 1 · . ' p<'C ial coursl'S and l<'rl url'S
a · Jll'ns.

Western Wear

• of L,,lorado at

Ptn tn ,,u .. ltfu.'<I ,tud,·nt"' 110111 nll 1c:c·n·d1Ct·d
1 l"f k . •nu ..., t.'f at S.•,t udmit, 1 lllh·nt.,
C'tllor r ·e 01 rn'1-tl ·n,1 S. l"ni, ,·r,\· 1, I ull.\
111•t1nll! n"t,!'1..,tlrc.'tl in l.il•<ri.1 ,mt1 I uilt IO
I , nlur h�hurt.. \Hilt "t•m,· .. lt·r al Srn.
I Dl\tr 11\ u( Colorado. Buuldt•r u:m�,

1,.ftee 1800) 854-0195 (except Colo. and Calif.),
,.1-6770 (Calif.), (303) 492-5351 (Colo.)

..

for
Men, Ladies, & Kids
Boots Hats Tack Dept.
Wrangler Cowboy Cut Jeans
862 Foothill Blvd.
University Square
San Luis Obispo
544-3454

1350 Grand Ave.
Arroyo Grande
481-6910
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"Trying to get the word
out to them is really
tough," Gonzales said.
Not only does the
program need more money
and personnel for intensive
recruitment, he said, but
Cal Poly bas a reputation
as a difficult school to get
into, so minority students
are discouraged.
The numbers of black
and Mexican-American
students admitted and
enrolled at Cal Poly have
actually decreased over the
past five years, according
to the i n f orm at i on
students
voluntar i l y
supply at registration.

eighth grade students, and
a change in the regular
admissions policy, Gon
zales said.
The planning team is
also considering changing
curriculum. activities and
staffing to meet the needs
of minority stud ents,
Gonzales said, but specific
goal have not yet been
set.
"They do not have any
figures, they do not have
any numbers," said Tito
Aguiar, an industrial
technology enior who has
served as president of
M.E.CH.A. and chairman
of the Latino Federation.
· 'Their plan is strictly
hypothetical."

The campus' black
population has dropped
from 285 (2.1 percent) 1n
1974 to 251 (1.7 percent) in
1979. The Mex i c an·
American population has
fallen from 444 (3.2 per
cent) in 197 4 to 400 (2.7
percent) in 1979. During
this time, the total number
of Cal Poly students in
Dean Brown admitted
creased by 1,344, making
earlier affirmative action
the campus impacted.
plans at Cal Poly ''had not
Af t e r
CSUC
a d- been as successful as
m i n i s tra tors in
t h e initially had been hoped
C h a n c e l l or's
o f f i c e for," adding. however. that
discovered last year that "Institutionally. I think
minorities were under certainly the commitment
represented throughout of the president and others
the system, they asked is clear now."
each campus to propose a
student affirmative action
James Patton, a senior
plan.
s peech communications
The plan Cal Poly is major and pre ident of the
working on includes more United Black
tudents
intensive recruiting, even Awa r e n e s
C o u n c i l.
coun eling for seventh and agreed.

"If Jarvis II passes that
will create a tremendous
amount of problems for
black people." Patton said.
"There's alway something
to pop up like this that will
just wipe everything away
again.
"If I had to pay 1,000
to 2.000 to go to school
every year, I just could not
go:·

But Patton, Aguiar, and
the univ e r s i ty's a d·
ministrators all said every
Cal Poly student would
benefit if more minority
students were admitted.

"Cal Poly has been
functioning under the
t h at
assumption
everybody's the same,"
said EOP Director Pezo
Silva. "Our students get a
job and they're shocked
when they find out that the
world doesn't look like Cal
Poly. The student body has
a lot to gain by interacting
with minoritv students."

And Patton said, "Just
think of all the different
viewpoints and ideas
you're missing. There's a
lot of things to learn from
all different people. It's
invaluable."

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S
ELECTRIC HOUSE
• Sandwiches
Sit down or TO GO!
7 AM-'til 7PM Daily

• Omelettes served

at the higuera street shop
between hours of
7 AM 'til I o:45 AM Mon. - Sat.
7 AM 'til I I:45 AM Sun.
313 Higuera Street
544-4948

1035 Chorro Street
--544.. 6616

- painting$ by hugh slayden -

The club members are
involved in tutoring among
its members, selling raffle
tickets at local swap meets
and recruiting Chicano
students to apply to Cal
Poly. The group also
sponsors a post-graduation
banquet for members and
their families.
The club wants to bolster
the number of Chicano
students on campus and
the number of Chicano
faculty members. They are
doing this by encour�ging
high school students to
apply to Cal Poly and by
talking to President Baker
about the is ue.
To illustrate his point,
Sanchez stated that the
population of California in
the O to 5 age bracket is 40
percent Chicano," and yet
there are no bilingual
Chicanos in the child
development department."
Un i t e d Black
The
S t u d e nt
Aw a r e n e s s
Council tries throughout
the year to promote
awareness of black cultural
e vents a n d the ac·
complishments of blacks in
society.

"We're trying to bring
the level of awareness up
on campus," said Bruce
Johnson, treasurer of the
group.
The club sponsors many
events, am ong them the
Black Student Union
Seminar and Reader's
Theatre. Reader's Theatre
highlights the written
works of famous blacks
such as Martin Luther
King Jr. and Malcolm X.

Johnson also aid he
doesn ·t feel minority
speakers and bands get
adequa te publicity on
campus. He tated that if,
for example, Pablo Cruise,
were to perform on cam
pus, they would probably
get a great deal of
p ublici ty,
bu t t h e
Crusaders, a jazz group
who performed on campus
earlier this month, didn't
get its fair share of
publicity.
The main goal of the
United Black Student
Awareness Council is to
"cause the school and the
community to get ym
pathetic to the minorities
on campu , ·· according to
Johnson.

The Pilipino Clllt
Exchange hopes to ...
culture back into
students. We wani
educate ourselves
interact with the
m u nity, •·
said �
1
Bacerra, president.
The c l u b annQ
Panahon
sponsors
which means "the tiir.;
now.'' This was the
tlecry of the Pilipinos
the war against
Spaniards, according
Ba cerra.
The eip
highlights Pilipino cul
and features folk, dai
costumes and martial t
displays.
Bacerra added that
only criticism of Cal Po�
that it "isn't ori :
toward minorities.''
The emphasis of
group. according
Bacerra, i .. a wa.kenhit
the past."

" ow that it
1980s, some tend
the first imnu,· P'llli
encountered the
of prejudice in
They found agirica
menial farm labor
they had the sanllfi
that we do:· be
•·;r_

Project makes area liveab,
•
. •
BY DEBBIE
WARREN
Dally Stefl Wnter

What tarted out as a
fifth year architecture
d e s i g n p r oj e ct h a s
blos omed into a major
undertaking for 16 ar·
chitectur . tudents.
Ken
tone and , cott
. Gaudine r began the
Backyard
Vitalization
Project in an attempt to
revamp the concr te patio
behind the architecture
building into a more usable
and eye-pl a. ing area.
tone says th area was
'originally design d as a
workyard. This wa a place
wher projects could b
con tructed:·
ays. students
, ow. h
use Poly Canyon for that
purpo
o the brroup has
decid d to transform the
con rel patio into "a plac
to get out and take a break,
catch . ome rays."'
Lo king over th area as
it i.
tone comments,
"You can see it ·s one of the
worst place· on campus.
Ther ·
nothing really
l'Xciling about it. ..

I"

The black concrete patio
is surrounded on three
ide by a high cement
wall: the fourth side face·
the architecture building.
T h re is no view from the
area and little sun reaches
the ground.
Before designing the new
patio a ·urvey of 200 Poly
students was taken. The
students Ii Led and ranked
act.iviti s they would like
to se th area u ed for.
According to Gaudineer.
the results of the sun,ey
showed students wanted
.
an "informal spac , . but
.
one that is . flexible·· and
has a ··multitude of func
tions:·
\t\'ith those results in
mind, a conceptual des_ign
was made. It included a
multi-I vd outdoor lecture
area, an audio-visual wall
for slide presentation. ,
\' ndin� machin e .
a
barb cue, a basket.ball
hoop, a variety of ran·
plants and wall graphics
with a large portion of thE·
area being cov red by ar,
overhead sun deck.
fter going through a
Procedure for 't.udent
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cr o u ngi ng,
Gaudineer. ··
have fallen in lo
and the)' want
done faster:·
\\'ith that an
f.!rot.:p asked
('hitect ure depa
financial backing
Backyard
ita

Projecl. It wa.- gran

Thus. not onl) are
learning to drill hole;;
la v brick. he continued.
the,. ··re learnin"
,,. ho1
dea1 with bureaucrar,1
•· 1 think we'll h3 1t
substantial part of
bv Polv Ro\·al,"
·
p�edicted.
'"This i a hov. p ce
the school.'. G
explain d. ·· Jo.re •
aren·1 just impnl
architect·
p��e,
•ver.vone "-.pace.

U:7.e ve gor 11uin
than p il�
up our I'
l ,,l''e '.., go/'
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Students harvest the
BY SUE BOYLAN
Dally Staff Writer

parking lot of Giant Foods
Parking lot on Broad
Street in San Luis Obispo.

"No broccoli today?"
asked the woman as she
of
Sc h o o l
The
looked over the boxes of
Agriculture has many
produce.
enterprise projects dealing
"N o ,"
a n swe r e d
with livestock, poultry,
a g r i cu ltural b u s ines s
fruits and vegetables. The
major Mark M uscato
crop science projects are
"That's not my project."
open to any student who
Mark grows and markets applys, but priority is
mixed vegetables through given to
department
the crop science depart students, said Charles
ment's student enterprise Atl ee,
science
cro p
project. Mark, and one of professor and an enterprise
his three partners in the project advisor.
project, soil science major
Dave Dyer, sold some of
Crop science major, Pete
thejr harvest at the Far Gumas, was also out on the
mer:s Market i n the rainy Saturday morning
before Easter to sell the
Poly students Rich Jose and Rick Bernardi peddle their artichokes to an peas he and three other Cal
unidentified customer. The artichokes were grown on campus. (Bottom) Poly students grew as part
of their project.
Glenn Johnson opens up shop In the back of his van.
Students can earn money
from the projects, but a
percentage of their profits
are paid back to the Cal
Poly Foundation. No
credits are given.
Atlee said this example
of Cal Poly's learn by doing
motto is "a better learning
experience than in the
classroom." Students are
able to take the classroom
information and use it to
grow, harvest and market
a crop, he said.
Dyer said the program
has helped him to start
"tbinkinP, like a farmer."
Gumas used the op
portunity provided by the

Visit the Art Carved Representative
This Week
Traditional and Contemporary

affected by the weather,
forcing the students to
harvest the crop all at
once, instead of being able
to p l a n t the seeds
periodically to allow for
staggered harvesting.
Weather. midterms and
finals all effect the amount
of time students must, and
are able, to spend farming,
Atlee said.
The work Gumas and his
partners put into their crop
paid off. He sold 26 pounds
of the peas he brought to
the market to one woman.
Atlee said the woman
to entertain
planned
members of her visiting
family by having them get
together to talk and shell
the fresh peas. "She said it
would be cheaper than
taking them to the movies
for the afternoon," Atlee
said.
The farmer's market
isn't the only place where
enterprise project produce
is available. Students have

-
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This year, Atlee said, the

pea growing season was
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Off of the Price of

project to "see if I was cut
out for it {farming)," and to
learn first hand about
growing and marketing a
crop. Gumas said he found
out he doesn't like the
manual labor involved in
harvesting peas. "It's-long
and laborous."
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•

•

�
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sold produce to grocery
stores and restaurants in
the county, as well as to
the campus store and to
Cal Poly food services for
use in the cafeterias.
Atlee said the projects
"aren't terribly lucrative"
but students can earn
money. Depending on the
market price for the
produce, the crop yield and
effort put in by the
students, the project
farmers could earn from
five cents to five dollars an
hour, he said.
The students grow a
very good quality product,
according to Atlee. They
aren't allowed to advertise
Cal Poly produce, so they
must rely on word of
mouth for business, he
said.
The cost of the produce
is kept "fairly on par with
the market," Atlee said.
"We have a gentlemen's
agreement with local
merchants. They kno
that we won't try to un
dercut their price."
Right now, the en
terprise project field are
in a quiet period. near the
end of the current harvests
and not far into the
growing cycle of new crops.
Atlee aid activity will pick
up and enterprise project
produce will be aailable on
the market again during
the summer.
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Dairy milked for all its worth
BV SUE BOYLAN
Dally Staff Writer

If Old l\1cDonald of
nurserY rhyme fame had
the co.;.,s that are milked at
the Cal Poly Foundation
Dairy, he'd be one proud
milker.
The university dairy
erds have earned honor.s
for high milk production
Ho lstein
th e
and
Association has given the
Cal Poly dairy Progressive
Breeding awards for 30
consecutive years.
Dr. Gene Starkey, head
of the dairy science
departmen t, said the
jersey herd has the highest
production rate per cow in
the state. The herd was
judged by the American
Jersey Cattle Club to be
most
se c o n d·
the
productive herd in the
nation in 1979, he said.
The university dairy
herd consists of three
breeds of cattle: Guernsey,
Jersey and Holstein.

Herdsman Gerry Wagner
said 300 dairy cattle are in
the herd. about 125 of
which produce milk. The
rest of the herd are dairy
bulls, calves and cows that
are "dry"-not milked for
the two months after they
give birth.
Under the supervision of
Wagner, dairy science
students do the work that
keeps this productive and
dairy
award-w i n n i ng
operation going. Wagner, a
Cal Poly graduate and
herdsman since 1967, said
the dairy is a good place for
students to· learn the
responsibilities and skills
necessary · for running a
dairy.
"Good management and
good cows help give the
students a goal to work
towards-high production.
If it wasn't for the
s t u dents' work,
we
wouldn't have such a high
class milking system,''
Wagner said.
With Wagner's direc-

tion, the students handle
all du ties involved in
running the dairy, such as
fe ed in g, te nd in g to
newborn calves and sick
breeding and pregnant
cows, and milking.
Five students milk a 24·
cow string for one hour
bet ween noon and 5 p.m.
and between midnight and
5 a.m. Milkers are paid
$3.28 an hour and often
live on campus to be near
the dairy.
Wagner said the cows
get set into a routine
milking schedule and know
when it's time to head for
the barn.
"You can tell if a milker
is late, because the cows
will be ready for milking
and be bellowing for him."
For milking, the cows are
lined up at two feeding
tro ugh s alon gside the
barn-this allows them to
be milked and fed at the
same time.
Usin g an automat ic
pumper, milking take s

OH'ers get the jobs-_;..__BY PIPER PARRY
Daily Stall Writer

Graduates from the
ornamental hortic ulture
department leave Cal Poly
with far more than in
struction in · landscape
desig n , agr i c u l t u r a l
mechanics, and the use of
fertilizer-they leave with
jobs.
The depa rtme nt has
ported 10 0 pe rcen t
graduate placement for the
two years.
Department head Ronald
Regan said firms from as
away as Texas have
viewed students, but
majority of job offers
e from landscape firms,
:r.�;en·es, foliage and other
t�riented businesses
in California.
ere are a number of
ns for the placement
ccess. Regan said. Job
ppor t u n i t i e s
are
-pe c ia l l y g r e a t i n
· ornia becau e ideal
wing conditions and
energy costs mean
uction expenses here
e less than anywhere in
e country. The climate
vides a longer period of
timum condition s-in
thern California, the

growing season is year
round. The nursery and
foliage industry is ex
panding because of this,
creating more demand for
graduates trained in this
field, he said.
landscaping
The
business is also expanding
in the state, creating jobs
for those graduates who
concentrated their studies
in that area of expertise.
Californi a ,
"In
everything is landscaped,
as opposed to back east
where a majority of the
landscaping is natural
vegetation," said Regan.
Regan said a lot of the
c r edit for the h i g h
placement goes to alumni.
"The alumni have done
an excellent job of selling
Cal Poly,'' he said.
The reputation of the
alumni has also helped
build up the 50-year-old
ornamental horticulture
department in the eyes of
prospective employers,
said Regan.
"The department has an
exc ellent
rep u t a t i o n
throughout the nation," he
aid, adding that he en
courages the OH faculty to
go to trade meetings to

keep up on developments
in the field and to circulate
among professionals.
"I went to one meeting
last night and picked up
three jobs," said the
department head.
The job board in the OH
office piled up 67 jobs in
the first eight weeks of
1 980: more than eight per
week.
Regan also attributes
dep artm e n t's
th e
reputation to the depart
ment itself. With 740
students it is the largest
ornamental horticulture
department in the United
States. Each of the 21
members on the depart
ment staff has what Regan
called "excellent ex
pertise." All teachers have
practical experience in
their specific area of OH,
ranging from landscaping
to floral design, in addition
to teaching certificates.
Its reputation in the
nation has caused a flood
of students to apply t.o the
OH program. According to
Regan, 100 applicants were
turned away last fall.
The student who does
mak e it through the
See OH, page 13
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sales u " about 60 percent
of the milk produced each
week: the other 40 percent
is sold to Meadowgold
Dairie and trucked to
Watsonville for processing.
The majority of the
students in olved in the
dairy program come from
dairy familie , but Wagner
said there are students
from urban area that have
come to Cal Poly to learn
how to run a dairv herd.

California ag
in 'good shape'
BY RAE GRAHAM
Daily Stall Writer

about 50 minutes for all 24
cows. The pumper does the
same job as milking by
hand; instead of squirting
the milk from the cow into
a bucket, the milk is taken
directly from the cow and
sent through pipes into an
adjoining room. There it is
kept in a holding tank at 35
degrees Farenheit.
The university herd
produces about 650 gallons
of milk a day-an average
of about 5 gallons of milk a
day per cow. A gallon of
milk straight from the cow
weighs 8.6 pounds.
The milk is picked up
from the holding tank and
t aken to the d airy

proces sing plant on
campus every day. Here
students process milk to
make various dairy
products.
Dr. Starkey said the
dairy processing plant
produces whole, low fat,
buttermilk and half-and
half. Cal Poly milk i also
made into many different
flavors of ice cream.
yogurt, cheese and cottage
cheese at the plant.
Th e· d a i r y
fo o d s
produced are sold to the
cafeteria and the produce
store on campus. Cal Poly
milk is also available in two
Williams Brothers markets
in San Luis Obispo. These

California is · in good
shape agriculturally. ac
cording to the director of
t h e st a t e Fo o d &
Agricultural Department.
Dr. Richard Rominger,
speaking to an audience of
about 300 people here on
April 3, said agricultural
production in Californi a is
up.
Because of California ·s
booming agriculture in
d u s try.
rece ssio n a ry
trends will not hurt
California as much as other
states, he said.
p est i c i d e
A l so,
regulation responsibility
needs to be handled by the
agricultural industry, he
said, because it contains
the most knowledgeable
people.
"California has always
had the best program but
you can always make the
b est be t t e r," s a i d
Rominger.
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Campus growth
hangs on funds
BY TOM JOHNSON
Dally Sportr; Editor

The sum of all hopes and
aspirations of the Cal Poly
;:1dministration concerning
campus growth have been
projected on a sheet of
paper no larger than a
small poster - the Cal
Poly Master Plan.
Executive Dean of
Facilities Planning Doug
Gerard said the Master
Plan. which calls for $20
million to $25 million of
construction, provides a
blue print and timetable
w ith which the ad·
ministration can map out
where and when eacb new
building will be erected,
assuming fund s are
available.
"The Master Plan lets us
build with an order by
laying out future building
sites, major entrances, and
parking lots. The Master
Plan forces us to plan for
the future and is a
document to use as a
guid eline for future
developmeat,'' explained
Gerard.
Ado p t e d
by
the
California State University
and Colleges Board of
Trustees in the early '50s,
the plan was developed by
Cal Poly in concert with an
architect appointed by the
board. All entries and
changes in the plan must
meet with the board's

approval.
"It (the plan) is working
out very well," said
Gerard. "V,'e are now
seeing some of our plan·
ning come to fruition."
Indeed, the first phase of'
the Master Plan has
already been completed a Science North and the
Clype P. Fisher cience
building were constructed
three years ago to alleviate
the growing pains of the
s ci e n c e
exp a n din g
department. The Robert E.
Kennedy Library. named
after the recently retired
Cal Poly president. and
additional faculty offices
are in the final stages of
construction. Both are
slated to be finished by fall
1980.
The administration has
now set its immediate
sights on the construction
of a new engineering
bui l d i n g ,
du b b e d
Engineering
outh, to
accommodate the growing
number of engineering
students. Optimistically,
Gerard aid, the school
would like to get the
e ngineeri n g
building
construction underway by
1982 and completed by
1984.
Because enrollment and
state funding determine
when or if the remaining
buildings designated on
the '1aster plan will be
built, Gerard said he and
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his colleagues are uneasy
about the June 3 elections.
It is uncertain whether
Proposition 9, popularly
called Jarvis 11, · will cut
funding and alter the
Master Plan.
"It will not affect it
directly, as our money
comes from the Capital
Outlay Fund which is
derived from the state's oil
lease revenues," Gerard
said: "Historically, the
money has been set aside
for construction of college
buildings, but it could be
used for other programs. If
it (Proposition 9) passes
and essential servi ces are

cut, there -might be
pressure on the state
Legislature to divert the
money to other projects.·•
Enrollment in higher
education is expected to
level off during the 1 980s.
This, coupled with the fact
that there are 25,000
unoccupied spaces in the
CSUC system, might,
Gerard said, "cause the
state Legislature to look at
the statistics and say,
'Why build here (at Cal
Poly) if there are spaces
available elsewhere?'
"This is a simplistic
a p p r oach,
ob viously,
because not all schools

offer the program that a
certain student wants. but,
superficially, this is a
logical argument.''
Assuming the funds are
available, Gerard said that
a new agriculture buildin�
is on the docket following
th e
completion
of
Engineering South. The
new building would be
located adjacent to the
Food Processing store near
the campus fire station.
The Master Plan also
calls for a new auditorium,
a new physical education
building, a sports stadium,
and new parking lots to be
constructed.

Collet arena will come
alive as the Poly Royal
rodeo swings in1o
action tonight a t 7 p.m
and Saturday at 2 p.m
Tickets: $5.50 advance
reserve, $6.50 at the
gate; $4.50, genera1
admissi on; $2.50
children
and $3.50
students.

Gerard said the Mast$
Plan is not a substitute for
futu r e c o n s tru ction
planning, but provides a
basis by which the ad
ministration sees where
building needs are.
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Tractors do battle
BY LORI ANDERSON
Dally Staff Writer

A 12,000 pound tractor
irill compete against itself
IJld its opponents this
weekend by dragging three
to four times its weight as
far as it can.
The sport is tractor
pulling and the action will
happen on the Cal Poly
airstrip at the 8th annual
Poly Ro yal tractor pull.
The object is to pull a
Jed. known as a weight
traDSfer machine, as far as
'ble down a 200-foot
trackComparin g
t r actor
pulling to traveling up
Cuesta Grade-the farther
\'OU go, the harder it gets
G a r y W e i s e nb e r g e r,
director of the Agricultural
Engineering Society which
sponsors the pulls, said
1hat the greater the

tractor's speed, the more
momentum. and therefore
distance, i s gai n e d,
although time and speed
are not what is judged.
Speeds of 15 to 20 mpl\
are reached, but the tires
often spin at 100 mph, the
agricultural engineering
professor said, adding that
the friction, or drag, on the
sled decreases as its speed
increases.
A weight box moves
forward on the frame of the
sled as the machine is
pulled down the track,
transferring the weight
from the drive wheel of the
sled to the skid pan, where
drag is created.
Either the drag stops the
puller and his distance is
measured, or he travels the
entire 200 feet of the track
and receives a "full pull."
Tractor pulling is "very

said
c o m p e t i t i v e ,"
The
W eisen be rger.
distance is measured to the
nearest inch from behind
where the sled stops.
Sometimes the difference
between winning and
losing is only an inch.
If more than one puller
records a full pull, the
contestants making the
full pulls must compete
again until a winner is
decided.
Weisenberger said that
contestants are usually
allowed only one chance in
each of the pulling events.
But at Poly Royal, Friday
is used as a practice day.
Starting at 11 a.m., pullers
can try different gears,
tires and strategies.
At 10 a.m., Saturday,
the "sanction" pulls take
place. These are the pulls
where the winners are

Mustang Daily-Ray Acevedo

The annual Poly Royal tractor pull
will begin at 11 a.m. 'Friday and 10
decided and points are
awarded. Money prizes, as

Button�sellers train, hit the streets
BY GREGOR ROBIN
Daffy Stall Writer

"Would you like to buy a
Poly Royal button?" asked
Jan Weber. one of the
i::any who will be touting
the pins this weekend.
"I don't use buttons. I
se zippers," replied
President Warren Baker.
This skit, and others,
m acted out at the 1980
Poly Re-val Button Sales
beque on April 9. It's
purpose was to inspire the
tton-sellers, show them
11w to dispense with their
rues, and publicize the
Poly Royal theme, •• A
fran s i ti o n T h r o u g h

Time.''

The button pictures a
1901 postcard of the old
Administration building,
the left, and the An
�n Hall dorms on the
· t. Both buildings were
llrndown in 1941.
'"\Ve wanted to show
�pie what changes Cal
Poly has gone through,"
!lid Pat Williams, the
IOlnan in charge of sales.
The
a g ri c u l t u r e
partment 's Collegiate
Futu r e F a r m er s o f
America "did everything
, design the button," she
· , as it has done for the
t 26 years. Williams
!lid the graphics depart-

ment at Cal Poly designed
the button; from there, it
was sent to a printing firm
in New York.
Posters of the same
design were also made to
display where the buttons
are sold - at stalls on
campus, by salespersons
and
by
d o w n t ow n
businesses.
Just as salesmen dealing
in computers, cars and
candy, the button-sellers
have been given incentive
to unload as many pins as
possible. The one who sell
the most out of the l,000
buttons made - at 50
cents a stab - wins a
c a l culator f rom t h e
Merchan t s
Ma d o n n a
Association. Second prize,
from the Daylight Gardens
of Earthly Pleasures, is a
monthly bouquet delivered
for three months. Last
year's winner was Jan
Weber, who sold 355.
"The money we raise
from button sales will go to
the agriculture depart
ment's student-teacher
Joan fund. It will be used
by student-teachers as
money to live on or loans,''
said Williams.
Others at the barbeque
included San Luis Obispo
Mayor Glenn Cooper and
Mrs. Baker. Cal Poly's fir t
lady.

OH--

From page 11

s c r eenin g p roce s s is
practically guaranteed a
job at graduation, said
Regan. Those placed make
an average starting salary
of $1,100 per month, with
raises at the end of six
months-at the end of two
to three years, Poly's OH
graduates will average
$14,000 to $15! 000 per
year.

•

'

in the morning Saturday. It will be
held at the university airstrip.

well a trophies made at
Cal Poly are given Lo the
winners of each cla, s.
Points are kept to decide
the high-points champion
at the end of the season.The
Pacific Tractor Pulling
Association, of which
many pullers are members.
handles entri s and fees
$20 to $25 per clas '.
There are 18 diff rent
weight categories for t.he
tractors in five classes. The
five clas es are:
- tock: must have no
modification
-super :tock: must have
original equipment in the
original position. hut may
have internal
engine
alternation .
0

-modified: must have a
single engine and the hood
in place; may have fuel
injectors or direct exhaust
through the hood; non
origin al engi nes a r e
allowed.
-mini-modified: must
resemble the modified but
be smaller.
-super modified: may
have blown or turbo
engines; front fenders are
required, but no hood is
nece sary.
Also, any
transmis ion. gear ratio or
final drives are permitted.
Weisenberger said in this
class, "almost anything
goes,·· adding that ome
tractors use airplane or
die el truck engines.

AS TRADITIONAL
AS POLY ROYAL.

:J: :

According to Regan, a
small percentage of OH
students choose to go on to
graduate school. Last
June, two percent of the
graduating class, or twelve
students, chose to continue
their education.

�
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Architecture department

Energy-smart philosophies?
BY TOM KINSOLVING
Dally Stall Writer

As
h e ating
bills
skyrocket and people in
cold areas of the nation
shiver throughout winter
in drafty, poorly designed
homes, a question is posed:
ls Cal Poly's highly
architecture
regarded
department impressing
upon students design
philosophies based on
energy conservation?
The answer depends on
who you ask.
"My impression is that
all our design labs, without
exception, are very, very
conscientious in designs
into energy savings," says
Ke n n e t h
S c h w a rtz,
associate dean in the
architecture department.
Schwartz, a former San
Luis Obispo major, claims
today's architect is facing
an increased demand for
"more energy efficient
Mustang Dally-Richard Christie
buildings." Hence, there is
Knowing the Greek System is alive and well at Cal Poly, these members of the lik.lihood more ar
ATO fraternity show their enthusiasm as they pose for a picture atop their chitects will be workin�

house.

with suc h designs
passive solar.

as

Kenneth
P r o fessor
Haggard, one of the
designers of the first
passive solar buildings in
California, has a different
view from Schwartz.
Although he has some
classes devoted entirely to
passive design, he says,
"Our universities are
about the farthest behind
in promoting energy ef
ficient designs." This, he
adds. c�upled with the fact
that it was only last year
that a passive solar
heating course was made
mandatory for architecture
students, i why schools
such as Cal Poly are
"bringing up the rear on
energy con ervation."

Haggard admits there·s
been "a ,lot of fighting"
within the architecture
department faculty ovit
different design ideologies,

"Some instructors think
of passive solar as a
passing fad,'' he says.

He explains that �
united philosophy on
designs to stress to
students exists in the
department; instea d, a
diverse number of teaching
attitudes.

Architecture department
head
Ray mond Yeh
disagrees with Haggard,
saying the predominan,
mood in the architecture
department is energy
consciousness. though he
conceeds there 1s a
d i v er si t y
i n design
He said most solar philosophies.
"Sure there's a ,·arying
ene r g y
technological
advances have been at degree in architectural
tributed to physists and thought. But a school
other scientists, not to should be thinking in
varying degrees," he says.
architects.

Greeks on the increase, need of 'family' cited
BY MARY KIRWAN
Daily Stall Writer

Pledging, which can take
the same amount of time as
a six unit class, has become
one of Cal Poly's mo t
popular activities.
This quarter over l 00

students are going through
the mysterious process of
entering one of the cam
pus· 18 Greek houses and
the numbers are in
creasing.
• In the la t decade, Greek
members have more than

doubled, approaching the
l,000mark.
There are many reasons
the local, state a nd
national trend of fraternal
popularity is increasing,
accord ing to
Ran dy
InDo n a n t ,
th e

•
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t erfrater ni t y Council planing major said. "It's h a v e
been
sen·
advisor.
like a sigh of relief when sationalized-like alcohol
Na t i o n a l
s t a t i s t i c you become an active . .,
overdose death
or
studies show college
Ri c k
Bo r g ,
vi c e- hospitalizati on
from
students are seeking a president of ATO said, exhaustion.··
closer group of friends. "There are no orgies past
To di pense with this
a nd eleven. We have to give image, Greeks contnl>ute
"Fr ate r n i t i e s
sororities are almost like a them some time to study. to the community and hold
nuclear family," Donant What if omebody's mom variou
charity fund·
aid.
calls?"
raiser .
Psychology instructor
ognitive di sidence. the
Thi year, sororities and
Chuck lem said students result of spending too fraternities painted the
coming from small. tightly much time on something women· shelter for bat·
knit communities are often when the reward are much tered wive , sandbagged
t h o s e w h o suffer a lower than the effort, can th
wolen creeks and
"cultural hock" on arrival occur in pledging, said stre a m s to pre\·ent
at a large university. Siem. "'When the rewards flooding. picked up gar·
"Depersonalization·· often are not. consi tent with all bage on Broad Street ·
re ults when a person i
the lime and misery a San Luis Obispo, aided the
placed in an unfamiliar per on ha gone through to larch of Dimes and
environment.
get membership in an contribu ed to many other
'"When you don·t know organization, people often organization
anyone. you become a bi t will inflate the importance
"The Greek threw o
unsure of yourself and who of the organization to wild party and that is ho
you are. You begin losing make it. con i tent with
, the the whole Greek y tern
your identity and often energy they exerted . .
got branded. They neglect
become mildly depres ed.
In a much referred to what the Greek have done
Home sicknes
often experiment, one group of for the city or university
results from a cut off of students performed a and look only at the
positive affirmation," Siem "boring" task for $1 while negative, not the po ·o\-e,'
said. "So the ay to avoid another group did the same said Donant.
being a nobody is to find task for $20. Students paid
Last year, the GreekE
somebody."
1 aid the task was more
donated the 1,000 they
Greek member hip also interesting than those paid
earned from the Greek
offers "a feeling of prestige
20. "Who in their right
Sing to the in heiJDIJ
and power. It gives mind would do a task like
P o o l. A c c o r d ing to
recognit ion and makes you this for a dollar? So, you
Donant, "The city hasn't
fe�l you are part , of make your attitudes
even thanked them yet, I
something important. . the con istent with your
think that's really rude."
psychology professor said.
behavior."
ATO is a "social
But fra ternities and
Whereas campus sur
sororities also have a veys show 75 percent to 95 organization,·· according
_
darker side. "They demand of college students drink to Watson. "We part).
oltll
more time than you can alcohol, the percentage That's what we're kn
that
afford to spend. Many among fraternity men is for and we uphold
baf
students end up on higher than that of any rep uta tio n ... We
peo.,..
probation as a result. Most other college subculture, complaints from
tY
fraterru
students take an average said adv isor Donant, like every other
lly onlY
of 15 units, some may adding, however, that but they're usua
e.··
work, and then have to "now there is no pressure parking and nois
According to Don8:lll.
spend 20 to 30 hours at the to get ripped. When I was a
Greek in the '60s. there the advantage of belll#
fraternity," he said.
Pledging is like taking a was a lot of that kind of part of a Greek family {Jr
out-weigh the disad
crash course in time pressure.
budgeting according to
Cal Poly's Greeks are not vantages. For exa�
Dave Watson, former happy with the Animal statistics have shown �
president of Alpha Tau House reputation they Greeks drop out of SCP
Omicron fraternity. "But I have almost universally at a lower rate than• Q(fl"•
Greeks: u ually, being
did better when I was a acquired.
'
pledge than any other
"People who have never member of a sororit.
time. Pledges have library been in fraternities fraternity look good8
re u m e :
hours where they must generalize and think a lot jo b
spend from two to six of bad things about them," univer ity stati tic
hour in the librarv a week. said Watson. "We have proven Gree . are
"The GPA drops more gotten a bad reputation major f ina ncial
once you become an ac because the things that tributor to educat
tive," the city and regional have happened in the past institution

..
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Women at Poly progressing, forging new roles
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o,ily Editod■ I Assistant
Along with the rest of
the country, Cal Poly has
seen many changes in the
WOlllan's role during the
nearly quarter century
since women were read
mitted to the campus.
Admitted to Cal Poly in
1956 after a 32-year ab
scence, women faced many
obstacles-such as where
to find a wo me n 's
bathroom on. the all-male

'

tampUS.

But lack of facilities
Javatories, d orms an d
street lights on the dark
campus groun ds-were
only minor . problems
rompared to some fo the
preju dice s "pi o n e e r
women" at Cal Poly h ad to
overcome.
"The faculty thought it
was going to ruin their
curriculum," said M ary
Kennedy, wife of former
Cal Poly president Robert
E.Kennedy. Kennedy, who
rame to San Luis Obispo
with her husb and in 1940,
ScUd there were mixed
feelings about the ad·
mission of women to the
university. She said m any
felt the school was a
success because it was all
male and university of
Jirials received letters from
alumni saying the school
ll'Ould be ruined if women
'li1!l'e allowed to a ttend.
"The big fear was tha t it
would take away from the
emphasis on education,"
said Kennedy, adding th a t

Must,ng o,ny-Julle Archer

at least one person was
overjoyed women were
fin a lly being allowed back
at Cal Poly-the dean of
women at San Luis Obispo
High School.
"Sh e w a s a l w a y s
concern ed about the Poly
boys h anding around the
high school," Kennedy
reminisced with a chuckle.
When the university

opened in 1901, Cal Poly
was co-educational. The
first gradua ting class of
1906 had four men and four
women a nd the faculty
in clu d ed two women
p r o f e s s o r s-o n e
in
domestic .art .and another
m aomesti c science.
I n 1912 the women 's
dorm was converted into a
classroom, and female

students had to find legislative act, in 1956. to
housing in the community. a llow women back.
AfterWorld War I, overall
Sin ce the first year of
enrollment declined and in
1924 legisl a tion was their appearance back on
worn-en· s
passed in Sacramanto to c a mp u s,
enrollment
h
a
s
risen
to the
stop women atten ding Cal
Poly on the basis tha t presen t 40 percent. And
there was no adequ ate the '70s have seen a
housing or other facilities m a r k e d i n c r e a s e i n
for them.
enrollment of women in
It
t o o k a n o t h e r non ·trad itional m aJors

such as a r chitecture·,
enginer i n g, bu sin e ss,
a griculture and graphics.
Ho w a r d,
L or r a in'e
associate dean of women ,
agrees the woman's role at
Cal Poly ha s ch anged
drastically over the years.
Hired in 1964-one of the
first women in the Cal Poly
ad ministration -Howard
said she wa s asked not to
use her Phd. title when she
came to the university
bec a use her su periors
might be offended.
Wo m e n
were
discriminated against in
subtle ways during the '60s
Howard said. Although
men could come and go
from their dorms as they
pleased, women had to be
back to their rooms at a set
time each night or sufer
penalties. Few spoke
against this system, she
said.
women
Althoug h
students have status on
campus. Vice President for
Academic Affairs H a zel
Jon es s aid there is still a
lack of women in teaching
a dn
admi n istra t i v e
positions at Cal Po1y-the
school of engineering and
the school of architecture
have only one woman
professor each. She s aid
that although advances a re
being made, discrimination
still exists in the form of all
ma le committees who
select applicants for
positions. Thesecommi.ttes
often reject women ap
plicants_

UNITED MEAT MARKET
Absolutely the best ineat in S.L.O. Town
features
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8.8.Q Chicken
8.8.Q Beef Ribs
8.8.Q Spare Ribs
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HOT & COLD DELICIOUS SANDWICH ES
TO MAKE YOUR 8.8.Q. SPECIAL WE FEATURE
U.S.D.A AGE. MEATS, POULTRY & FRESH F·ISH
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For Your Convenience call orders in Advance

SATURDAY IS HOT DOG DAY!
-Hot Dogs 39¢
-Kraut Dogs 49¢
-Chili Dogs 59¢
YOU'VE GOT TO TRY OUR WORLD
FAMOUS BEEF JERKY!

543-4345
543-5331
714 HIGUERA ST.

Coupon

FREE Sm al I Pepsi

·purchase of
sandwich or
dinner (excluding hot
dogs}
with
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Mustang Dally_

April 25 & 26, 1981
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You must see
Laguna Shores
Garden Series.
Our parents invested ... Shouldn't you?

A number of years ago, while we were students at
Cal Poly, our parents invested their funds for two
important reasons. First their investment reduced the
cost of our education and second, it assisted us in our
mutual progress. It has been financially rewarding to
all concerned. With an understanding of real estate
investment at an early point in our lives, we have
followed a successful career in real estate. We have
since helped many other parents accomplish similar
goals.
Whether you're considering an investment for tax
reasons or for the specific need for housing and the
security of influencing your son's or daughter's
environment away from home, we would like to be of
help. Stop by at our open house at Laguna Shores
Garden Homes this weekend. Let us show you how you
can buy a home today in San Luis Obispo and avail
yourself of tax benefits and appreciation which can
reduce the cost of your student's education.
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11 ¾%CONY.

12% A.P.R.

30 Year Fixed Rate Loans.

Walt Ross, Cal Poly School of Business '65
Sally Ross, Cal Poly School of Business '66
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805/541-2525
Office open to Poly Royal visitors
Friday-Monday, April 25-28, 10am-4pm
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MODEL AREA
Garden Kom• Serlee

L

GARDEN HOMES
LAGUNA LANE & LOS OSOS VALLEY ROAD
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 93401
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